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The Arrangement and the Language of 
Catullus’ so-called polymetra 

with Special Reference to 
the Sequence 10-11-12 

H. D. JOCELYN 

Summary. It is contended that the order of the first 61 of the 
items transmitted under the name of ‘Catullus Veronensis’ 
shows signs of a conscious design, whether by the author or by 
some editor, that item 61 should be placed with its predecessors 
rather than with the seven ‘long’ poems which follow, that 
the widely used term ‘polymetrum’ is a thoroughly confusing 
misnomer, that metrical pattern requires the division of the 61 
items into three distinct groups - ZmyphppaTa in ‘Phalaecian’ 
verse, L“apPoi, and p+ - and, most importantly, that even 
where they take up apparently similar themes the p i h ~  distin- 
guish themselves in verbal style markedly from the ‘Phalaecian’ 
Z7riyphppa.ra and only a little less markedly from the L“apPoi. In 
order to illustrate this last point the lyric item 11 is compared 
in systematic detail with the two ‘Phalaecian’ epigrams which 
precede and follow it in the transmitted collection. Discussion 
of each feature of items 10 , l l  and 12 centres on its relationship 
with what third- and second-century BC poets might have 
written and with what first-century speakers of Latin might 
have said. The character of our record of the Latin of the two 
centuries following 240 BC makes a degree of tentativeness 
inevitable. 

The three groups of the 61 items in question take us to a 
linguistic world distant from that of items 62-68. This is not, 
however, the world of the Latin used in ordinary conversation 
by members of the Italian Clite in the middle of the first century 
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BC. It is a highly artificial world with its own quite distinct 
internal boundaries. 

I. THE THREE METRICAL TYPES PRESENT IN ITEMS 1-61 OF 
THE LIBER CATULLI VERONENSZS 

THE LANGUAGE OF the first sixty items of the collection transmitted through 
the Middle Ages as the liber Catulli Veronensis has often been treated as 
a unity to be contrasted with the language of all the others, or with that 
of the next eight, or with that of the final sixty. The purpose of this paper 
is to deplore such treatments and to suggest that at least two distinct kinds 
of language, if not three, were perceptible to a first-century BC reader or 
hearer of the sixty items in question. 

The term ‘polymetra’ has been used of them since the last decade of 
the nineteenth century’ and enjoys at present almost universal acceptance? 
It has a learned ring about it but is in reality a nonsense. If the sixty be 
treated as a group, the group could be described as ‘polymetrical’, but no 
individual item could be called a .rrohr;tLrrpovlpolymetrum in any known 
ancient sense.3 The term is worse than a nonsense, in so far as it encourages 
the neglect of significant differences between the items. The application 
of other apparently ancient terms, like nugae, to the sixty is equally perni- 
cious in its effect. So too the use of terms like ‘lyrics’, which wander 
between an ancient and a modern sense? 

Items 11, 17,30, 34,51 group themselves together metrically against 4, 
8, 22, 25, 29, 31, 37, 39, 44, 52, 59, 60 and, in my opinion, against those in 
sets of the so-called ‘Phalaecian’ verse. Item 61 ought not to be separated 
from 11, 17, 30, 34, 51 and put with the hexameters of 62 and 64, the 
galliambics of 63 and the elegiac distichs of 65, 66, 67, 68 simply on 
the grounds that it is a ‘long poem’. Such a distinction would have made 
no sense at all to men of the first century BC. There were many p4Aq as 

CE Reitzenstein (1893: 103 n. 1). 
Cf Svennung (1945: 21), ’Rankle (1967a: 206), Ross (1969 l), the heading of the second 

chapter of Wiseman (1969 7-16), the heading of chapter 2.4 of Lyne (1980: 42-52), SyndikuS 
(1984: 69), E.A. Schmidt (1985: 29), the heading of the fifth chapter of Newman (1990: 
138-203), Gaisser (1993: 4). Some, e.g. Goold (1983), avoid the term but not its influence. 

For the term see Dionys. Hal. Comp. 26, Athenaeus 13.608e. The Latin record has only the 
unexplained title Polymetra attributed to Laevius in Priscian, Gramm. I1 258.12. 

Catullus uses nugae in a tone of mock modesty at 1.4. Schuster (1948 2365-6), Ronconi 
(1939: 18 = 1953 26 = 1971: 28; 1 9 4 0 ~  8 = 1953: 114 = 1971: 94; 1940b: 1424 = 1953: 194-7 = 
1971: 174-7) and Heusch (1954: 14-20) may serve to illustrate the modem philologid use 
of the word. Goold (1974) and (1983) resurrects nineteenth-century talk of ‘lyrics’. ’ 
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long as, or longer than, this one among those attributed to the canonical 
exponents of the genre. 

Item 51 adapted the substance of a famous &OS by Sappho and 
employed the same metrical pattern. This is also the pattern of 11. The 
pattern of 34 was one we know to have been used by Anacreon, and there 
is no reason to suppose that the closely related pattern of 61 did not occur 
in some &AOS now lost. About the patterns of 175 and 306 we need be only 
slightly less certain. 

Items 4, 29, 52 deployed a pattern used by Archilochus for iambic 
poetry; 8, 22, 31, 37, 39, 44, 59, 60 one used by Hipponax for poems 
thought to belong to the same genre; 25 had likewise a pattern closely 
associated with Hipp~nax.~ It is certainly legitimate to wonder about the 
differences which the ancients perceived between these three patterns, as 
about those between the five patterns of lyric verse. For the purpose, 
however, of the present enquiry I leave such problems aside. 

A form of the ‘Phalaecian’ verse (xx------- ) had been an element 
of certain lyric stanzas composed by Sappho, but continuous runs of the 
verse were perhaps first composed by the fourth-century poet who gave 
the verse his name.8 Some ancient metricians analysed the hendecasyllabic 
verse in the same ways as they analysed the so-called ‘Sapphic’, ‘Glyconic’ 
and ‘Pherecratean’ verses used in the stanzas of items 11, 17, 30, 34, 51, 
61.9 Their particular ways of analysis are no longer fashionable, but the 
new waydo still lead scholars quite willing to keep 4, 8, 22, 25, 29, 31, 37, 
39, 44, 52, 59, 60 metrically apart from 11, 17, 30, 34, 51, 61, to refuse to 
separate off the pieces in stichically arranged ‘Phalaecian’ verses. Martial 
included imitations of these in books of so-called epigrummatu. Since, 
however, the ~TlYphppUTU in elegiac distichs which form the third part of 
the liber Cutulli Veronensis have their own peculiar stylistic features, I 
shall call the pieces in ‘Phalaecian’ hendecasyllables Phalaecian epigrams. 

Hephaestion, pp. 33-4 Consbruch, cites three successive ‘Priapeans’ by Anacreon. Horace 

What Hephaestion says about Sappho’s third book and the ‘Sapphic’ 16-syllable verse (pp. 

On the ‘Hipponactean’ tetrameter see Hephaestion, p. 16, Schol. Aristoph. PI. 253. 

does not use the system in his carmina, but neither does he that of 34 nor that of 61. 

34, 63) is not entirely clear. Horace has three carmina of the shape of 30 (1.11, 18; 4.10). 

* See A.I1 13.6. Cf. 5.309 (Diophanes), 6.193 (Statyllius Flaccus), 7.390 (Antipater of 
Thessalonice), 9.110 (Alpheius), 598 (Theocritus). 

For ‘antispasts’ see Hephaestion, p. 33; for derivation from other lengths see Caesius Bassus, 
GLK VI 25W3, ‘Apthonius’, GLK VI 118, 148, Diomedes, GLK I 509, Terentianus 
Maurus, GLK VI 401 (w. 2539-68). 
l0 Hermann (1816 369; cf. 1796 21417, 288-9) analysed the verse as consisting of a ‘basis’ 
plus a ‘logaoedic’ sequence of a dactyl and three trochees. So too, effectively, Christ (1879 
537-9). Wilamowitz (1921: 105,137-53,251) came to regard it as a ‘Glyconic’ verse extended 
by - - -; c€ Miinscher (1921: 73-7), Vollmer (1923: U), Schuster (1948: 2395-6), Mette (1956 
3 5 4 ,  West (1982: 151, 198). 
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Catullus himself could talk of hendecasyllubi, but this chapter is not meant 
to be a poem. 

The question of how Catullus and his ancient audiences heard a 
poem consisting of ‘Phalaecian’ verses as compared with, say, item 11 or 
item 34 has, I think, to be kept separate from the one of how a lyric poet 
of old Greece related a ‘Phalaecian’ verse to the other units with which 
he or she constructed a particular stanza. We know that in Greek-speaking 
communities from at least the fourth century BC on a sequence of ‘Phalae- 
cian’ verses seemed to have so little of a musical character as to be capable 
of use for a public inscription” and that there were theorists in Catullus’ 
day who analysed the verse as if it were more closely related to the 
catalectic ionic trimeter (or ‘Galliambic’) - the verse of item 63 - than 
to the ‘Sapphic’, the ‘Glyconic’ or the ‘Pherecratean’.12 Theorists of the 
first century AD thought that Catullus himself accepted such an analy~is,’~ 
and there were even those who blamed him for failing on occasion to 
keep the first two elements of the verse long and for thus ‘roughening’ or 
‘hardening’ the ionic rhythm.14 It is remarkable in fact how many pieces 
do keep the elements in question long and how relatively rare the alleged 
licence is in the pieces which permit it.15 Items 34 and 61 on the other 
hand positively prefer ‘Glyconic’ and ‘Pherecratean’ verses beginning with 
a trochee and even admit the iambus.16 The running together of adjacent 
words is avoided rather less in items 1, 2, 2b, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 
14b, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 
47,48,49,50,53,54,55,56,57,58,58b than it is in the indisputable pLU77.l’ 
Words of more than three syllables, which seemed to Roman connoisseurs 
of rhythm to have a ‘soft’ character,I8 terminate with great frequency the 

See the poems cited in n. 8 together with two actually preserved on stone, SEC 39 (1989), 
1334 (between 230 and 220 BC (drawn to my attention by M. D. Reeve)), and no. 1978.17-22 
(third or second century BC) in W. Peek’s Griechbche Vers-lnschrifien. 

l3 See Quint. Inst. 1.8.6. C€ 9.4.6 on the effeminate ethos of ‘Sotadeans’, ‘Galliambics’ and 
certain oratorical rhythms. 
l4 See Plin. Nat. prae€ 1, Plin. Epist. 1.16.5. 
l5 Item 1 has five verses out of 10 with the licence; 3 one out of 18; 7 two out of 12; 10 one 
out of 34; 27 three out of 7; 32 five out of 11; 35 six out of 18; 36 five out of 20; 38 four OUt 
of eight; 40 four out of eight; 41 five out of eight; 42 eleven out of 24; 45 eight out of 26,47 
one out of seven; 49 four out of seven; 50 one out of 21; 53 one out of five; 54 two out of 
seven; 58 one out of 5. Of the 70 cases in toto 39 have an iamb, 31 a trochee. 
l6 I count 24 cases of the spondee, 225 of the trochee, two of the iamb. 61.99 would haye a 
pyrrhic if probra were syllabified in the normal Latin way. 

Neither group shows quite so strongly the aversion manifest in item 64 and the elegies 
(65-8) against the elision of a long final vowel before an initial short. 

See Quint. Inst. 9.4.63-6. 

See Varro ap. Caes. Bass. GLK VI 261.18-19. 
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verses of these pieces.I9 It is relatively seldom on the other hand that such 
words terminate lyric systems.2° The two short syllables which usually come 
fourth and fifth in the ‘Phalaecian’ verse are replaced with one long syllable 
in thirteen of the 22 verses of item 55 and in two of the ten of item 58b. 
They are rarely divided between words,21 whereas the pair of short syllables 
in the allegedly related ‘Sapphics’, ‘Adonians’, ‘Priapeans’, ‘Asclepiadeans’, 
‘Glyconics’ and ‘Pherecrateans’ suffers no such restriction.22 

The springs of the modern view of the ‘lyrical’ character of Catullus’ 
‘Phalaecian’ verses lie, I suspect, in the efforts of sixteenth-century ver- 
nacular poets to exploit the Latin poet’s work for their own ends and in 
the prestige which these poets won among later practitioners and readers. 
By concentrating on ancient Greek poetry theoreticians of classical metre 
have unwittingly encouraged the view.= Close observation of the first- 
century BC Latin poet’s actual practice seems to me to undermine it totally. 
Quintilian was well aware of certain thematic relationships between lyric 
poetry, elegy and Phalaecian epigram. Nevertheless he thought it worth 
maintaining a formal distinction of the three gen~es.2~ 

When consideration of the layout of the Ziber CutuZZi Veronensis began 
in the middle of the last century it was quickly observed that the group 
of eight relatively long items was flanked by groups of shorter items of 
more or less equal Emil Baehrens thought he could detect a verbal 
style shared by the middle items, one quite different from the style common 
to the opening Robinson Ellis wrote with less clarity but in English 
rather than in Latin and with much greater long-term influence. Statements 
like ‘the diction of Catullus . . . seems indeed, if we confine ourselves to 
the lyrics [Ellis appears to include item 61 with 1-60], to be an exact 

l9 Cutt (1936 7-14) counts 138 such polysyllables in 502 verses. There are on the other hand 
only three genuinely monosyllabic terminations (5.5,7.7,24.7; those at 10.31, 13.1,50.20 and 
55.13 are parts of word-groups). 

I note 17.3 rediuiuis, 6 suscipiantur, 30.1 sodalibus, 2 amiculi, 61.5 Hymenaee (also as part 
of the same ritual cry at w. 40, 50,60, 118, 138,143, 148, 153, 158, 163,168,173,178, 183), 
30 Aganippe, 86 uenientem, 193 remorare, 208 ingenerari, 223 Penelopeo. 
21 Cf. Meyer (1889 208-27 (215)), Cutt (1936 15-27). It is only in the antepenultimate 
element of the ‘Galliambic’ that a pyrrhic sequence is divided between words, and then not 
often. 
22 I count 45 cases in 552 verses, i.e. one in thirteen. Where the &A? are concerned the ratio 
varies between one in three and one in five. 
23 Wilamowitz changed his mind about the character of the old Greek ‘Phalaecian’ between 
1898 and 1921. He stressed the gulf between the way Catullus thought of the verse and the 
way Sappho and others did. 
24 Inst. 1.8.6. 
2s See particularly Brun6r (1863: 601-11), Westphal (1867: 1-24). 
26 (1885: 40-9). Contrast the dissertation of Hupe (1871), who treats the language of all the 
transmitted items as a unity. 
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illustration of Wordsworth’s paradox, that the language of poetry does not 
essentially differ from the language of prose. There is an utter absence in 
it of anything strained, far-fetched, or artificial the thought clothes itself 
without effort in the required words, and is passionate, jocose, or homely, 
as it were spontane~usly’~~ had a particular appeal to the British. 

Much ink has flowed in efforts to establish a conscious design in the 
order of items 1-60. The relationship between the themes still dominates 
the discussion.28 It has, however, been usefully observed that the Ilap/30~ 
in the metres of Archilochus and Hipponax distribute themselves at fairly 
regular intervals: 41 verses (four poems) precede item 4; 42 (three poems) 
item 8; 198 (eleven poems) item 22; 37 (two poems) item 25; 27 (three 
poems) item 29; 12 (one poem) item 31; 81 (five poems) item 37; 8 (one 
poem) item 39; 48 (four poems) item 44; 94 (seven poems) item 52; 66 
(seven poems) items 59 and 60.29 I should like to go on from my de- 
monstration that Catullus distinguished his piA7 metrically from poems in 
‘Phalaecian’ verses to point out that the p+ distribute themselves in an 
even more regular manner among the other items: 174 verses (eleven 
poems) before item 11; 90 (six poems) before item 17; 135 (nine poems) 
before item 30; 33 (three poems) before item 34; 234 (sixteen poems) 
before item 51; 80 (ten poems) before 61. The themes of the Phalaecian 
epigrams have more in common overall with those of the iap/3ot than they 
do with those of the p+. 

A problem which haunts all theories alleging a deliberate arrangement 
in an ancient book of poems is that of how an ancient reader would have 
recognized the arrangement alleged. Proponents of a thematic arrange- 
ment of items 1 - 60 or 1 - 61 of the Ziber CatulZi Veronensis may answer 
as they please. A formal arrangement would, however, without doubt have 
been more easily recognizable. Some ancient editions of lyric poems 
alerted the user to changes of metre by means of the asterisk.30 There is 
no evidence for the existence of an ancient ancestor of the text of the liber 
CarulZi Veronensis equipped with a set of critical signs, but the possibility 
cannot be ruled out. At all events the first-century reader of a group Qf 
poems like those in question would have been expected to understand 

*’ (1876 xxii = 1889 xxix). Cf. Simpson (1879 180) ‘the simplicity and naturalness Of his 
language,. . . in great contrast to the later artificial Latin style.. . His words seem to have 
fallen of themselves into metre without leaving their natural order and would make good 
prose - if they were not poetry. His language, in the epigrams, lyrics, and elegies is little 
removed from ordinary speech.. .’ (enthusiastically endorsed by Goold (1983 7)). 

29 See Heck (1950 33-7,61-5), Mette (1956 35-6), Weinreich (1959 84-90; 1960: 163-70). 

Anacreon and Alcaeus). 

The bracing scepticism of B. Schmidt (1914) still has its value. 

See Hephaestion, p. 74 (on the use of the asterisk in the Alexandrian editions of .%PphO, 
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something of metrical structures. His sense of the natural rhythms of his 
own language and his experience of listening to priests intoning prayers 
at public rituals and to orators speaking in the law-courts and at popular 
assemblies, to say nothing of actors performing comedy and tragedy at the 
great yearly festivals, would have taught him things now hard to recover. 
It may be noted that the recurrent metrical unit of five of the piA7 (11, 
17, 34, 51, 61) ends like the dactylic hexameter introduced into Latin by 
Ennius for epic narrative, i.e. in the sequence - - - - -. This sequence 
orators avoided at rhythmically prominent points in their discourse.” The 
sixth piAos (30) consists of units ending in - - - - - - , a sequence which 
orators admitted, although not all that often.”2 Eight of the L“ap/3oi (8, 22, 
31, 37, 39, 44, 59, 60) end their verses on the other hand in - - - - -, the 
most popular clausular sequence in oratory, and three (4,29,52) in - - - - -, 
a sequence tolerated by the orators. The twelfth i‘apfios (25) and the 
Phalaecian pieces end their verses in - - - - - - , the so-called ‘ithyphallic’. 
This sequence formed the second colon of the ‘Saturnian’ verse in which 
Naevius’ still often read account of the first Carthaginian War was set.33 
Orators avoided it even more carefully than they avoided - - - - ->4 Ca- 
tullus’ affectation of polysyllabic final words both in the Phalaecian pieces 
and in item 25 would have been in part to escape the taint of the rude 
structure of the ‘Saturnian’, the second colon of which usually had a break 
of words after the second or third element. 

Those who posit a deliberate thematic arrangement of the poems 
in question seem all to make Catullus himself responsible. Critics have 
found it easy to uncover a degree of incoherence hard to credit in an 
author with a conscious plan. Against the two formal distributions for 
which I am arguing it will doubtless be objected that they are in- 
sufficiently symmetrical to be thought more than an accident. If, 
however, a design is present, a scholarly editor aware of the generic dis- 
tinctions of verse writing would seem at least as likely as the poet to be 
responsible. 

IL THE THREE POETIC USES OF LATIN IN ITEMS 1-61 

If the rhythms of the piA7 take them away from oratory, other aspects of 
their verbal style are likely to have brought them into the vicinity. The 

And particularly in the form -- I --- and --- I --; see Shipley (1911: 410-18). 
32 See Fraenkel (1% 1967). 
a See Cic. Brut. 75-6, Hor. Epist. 2.1.53-4. 
34 Cicero’s hendecasyllable at Verr. 2.3.43 - successit tibi Lucius Metellus - long brought 
ridicule upon him (see Mart. Cap. 5.517 incurrit etiam in hendecasyllabi phalaeciipetulantiam). 
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singer and the orator could not avoid a certain formality in addressing 
their respective publics. What Cicero has to say at Orat. 183-4 about the 
music-accompanied verse of the lyric poets and the spoken senarii of 
the comedians is instructive not only about the character of comic verse 
but also about the distance which men of Catullus' time perceived between 
ordinary conversation (sermo) and a style of utterance (orutio) employed 
by both the orator and the lyric 

An examination which I have made of items 11, 17, 30, 34, 51 and 61 
seems to show a set of stylemes which, in conjunction with their metrical 
patterns, mark them off as a group from both the L"apj3oi and the Phalaecian 
epigrams. I have also examined the eleven Phalaecian epigrams (items 10, 
12,16,21,28,32,33,35,49,50,53) and the three i'ap/3oi (29,31,52) which 
flank the p4A~ in the transmitted collection. In practically every member 
of the three groups I find words and phrases requiring a pronunciation 
different from that of everyday, morphemes obsolescent except in certain 
special registers of the language, like the religious or the legal, or preserved 
only in the epic and tragic poetry of the third and second centuries, 
syntagms which had become rare in the everyday language or which were 
consciously modelled on features of Greek poetic syntax, orderings of 
clauses, phrases and words unimaginable in first-century BC speech, words 
and uses of words taken from the higher genres of the poetry of the 
third and second centuries or newly created within the modules offered 
by the older poets. A number of these phenomena mass strikingly and 
significantly in the p+. The L"ap/3oi carry more than do the Phalaecian 
epigrams. Nevertheless it must not be forgotten how few of the last- 
mentioned class are entirely without one or more of them. The often 
praised 'naturalness' of the 'diction' of items 1-60, 'the utter absence in it 
of anything strained, far-fetched, or artificial' is a myth, even if the field of 
'diction' is limited, as it often is, to the lexicon. 

The distinctive features which have emerged from my examination of 
the six p4Ay concern the lexicon rather more than phonology, morphology 
or syntax. Nevertheless it seems worthwhile to report at some length the 
less distinctive features, if only to indicate problems. Sentence structure 
and the order in which words are placed within the sentence constituents 
show themselves to be almost as important as the lexicon. The nine Phalae- 
cian epigrams and the three L"ap/3oi prove more remarkable for what they 
admit than for what they avoid. The variety of their stylemes reflects the 
variety of their themes. 

The choice of words and phrases and their ordering must be, of course, 
to some extent a function of the different sets of metrical rules applied in 

35 C€ Dionys. Hal. De im. 2.2, p. 20 Usener, Quint. Inst. 10.1.63 (on the lyric poet Alcaew). 
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the three classes. But to some extent only. Theme and mood were 
important determinants of this choice as they were of that of the particular 
form of verse. A poet of Catullus’ talent was never simply in the position 
of having to choose between one word and another in a particular part of 
a verse with the other words of his planned statement already fixed in their 
eventual pattern. It would thus be unhelpful to point out in connection with 
the use of ocelle at 31.2, for example, that the rules followed by Catullus 
in composing choliambic verses precluded ocule at the beginning and, 
indeed, everywhere else. 

The selection of Catullus’ pieces traditionally presented to school 
children in the company of Cicero’s orations, Virgil’s Aeneid, Horace’s 
Odes and Livy’s history leaves a superficial impression of straightforward- 
ness, easiness and ‘naturalness’ which even the well-read find hard to shake 
off. Nevertheless the positive phenomena which occupy my attention have 
for the most part been often observed. All I have done is to marshal them 
in a way which illustrates my general thesis. It has, on the other hand, 
been less often observed how far the &AT avoided those words, idioms 
and syntactical constructions of ordinary discourse which appeared to lack 
the dignity appropriate to a more formal mode of utterance and how much 
more receptive the lappot and the Phalaecian epigrams were in this regard. 
I should not, however, wish to talk of ‘unpoetic’ words or the like. The 
difficulties inherent in such language have encouraged the idle to neglect 
the excellent observations made by Bertil A x e l ~ o n ~ ~  and to leave 
untrodden the paths he opened up. It was not only the poets who were 
choosy about what could be used of ordinary Latin speech. Orators too 
pursued a policy of selectivity?’ As did those who endeavoured to write 
on technical themes. A doctor could not describe in a book the sexual 
parts in the way most of his patients did?* It was especially, it seems to 
me, in the avoidance of certain features of the ordinary language that 
Catullus differentiated his &JO from their companions. 

Several scholars convinced of the stylistic unity of items 1-60 have 
presented accounts, occasionally in statistical terms, of the phenomena 
which appear to them to mark these items off as a group from 61-116, 

3b (1945). The criticisms made by Ernout (1947: 55-70) cut deeper than those made by 
Williams (1968 743-50). Bomer (1957), Miiller (1975: 2934) and Watson (1985) obtain 
useful results from the method. 
37 Theophrastus coupled poetry and oratory as preferring dignified words to the commonplace 
(Ammon. Arktot. inrerpr. Comm. Aristot. Graeca IV 5, pp. 65-6 Busse). For the orator and 
selectivity see Anon. rhet. Herenn. 4.17, Cic. De orat. 3.149-70, Orat. 79-80; for the poet 
Hor. Ars 46-59, Epist. 2.2.109-25. 
yT See Jocelyn (1986 312-16). 
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from 61-68, or from 69-116.39 In seeking to mark off items 11,17, 30, 34, 
51 from those which intervene I should not want to follow an exactly 
similar method. General statistics about any group of poems give little 
help in seizing the character of a particular member of the group. They 
can also be gravely misleading where poems of the kind here in question 
are concerned. Catullus made use of an unusually wide range of linguistic 
possibilities and often sought to an unusual degree after novelty of 
expression. TWO features of the Phalaecian epigrams reduce, if they do not 
completely nullify, the value of statistics in discussing them. The first - 
shared with the classicizing lappoi - is a tendency to cast references to 
heroic saga, ancient history, non-Roman religious cult and exotic geo- 
graphy in language akin to that of the pih7, language which makes them 
stand out from the body of the poem in which they are made. The second 
is a manner of ornamenting the distinctive rhythm of the second half of 
the verse with a variety of equally distinctive phonetic, morphological and 
lexical stylemes, some of which also occur in the p i h ~  and help to give 
these items their special character.40 

Nothing separates the language common to the pih7 and the Phalaecian 
epigrams from what we can imagine to have been ordinary mid-first- 
century BC upper-class urban Latin to the extent that the language of a 
late fifth-century tragedy differed from that of Athens’ leading citizens 
No Catullan pkhos differs from a piece in ‘Phalaecian’ verses to the extent 
that the songs of a tragic chorus differed from the actors’ speeches and 
dialogues. One may say, if one likes, that Rome never had a special poetic 
language with generic subdivisions of the kind Greece had. If, however, 
account is taken of the way in which certain subsidiary themes of the 
Phalaecian epigrams attracted both linguistic archaism and linguistic 
novelty and of some of the ways in which Catullus ornamented the con- 
cluding ithyphallic rhythm of the verse, the statistical preponderance of 
archaizing and neological phenomena in the pih7 takes on a considerable 
significance. Some of the difficulties of global statistics nevertheless remain. 
Furthermore, it is not so much in the choice of particular words as in the 
ways in which they are employed and ordered that the special character 
of each pihos manifests itself. Where the choice of words and their ordering 
are concerned, what the composer of a ~ A O S  has avoided often seems 
more significant than what he has decided to do. Here the isolation of 

39 See Baehrens (1885: 45-9), Schulze (1920 47-72), Svennung (1945: 19-34,47-50), Schuster 
(1948 2383-92), Ross (1969: passim), Evrard-Gillis (1976 passim). Contrast B. Schmidt 
(1887: LXXX-LXXXWI). An observation by La Penna (1956~: 293) indicates how awkward 
items 34,51 and 76 are for the conventional division. 
4o S e e  Jocelyn (1995: 63-82). 
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countable phenomena becomes difficult and the value of any summation 
questionable. 

There is only space in this volume to set out the results of my linguistic 
comparison of the $AOS item 11 with the Phalaecian epigrams which flank 
it. The results for the other sequences41 point, however, it can be said, in 
the same direction. 

III. THE LYRIC ITEM 11 AND ITS ‘PHALAECIAN’ COMPANIONS 

Whether, as the metrical structure might suggest, item 11 had some well- 
known particular Greek $AOS as its model we cannot tell. Certainly, ancient 
readers would have assigned it to the genre of lyric poetry. Martial wrote 
no epigram in ‘Sapphic’ stanzas. The poem refers to a situation of the 
poet’s life dateable to late 55 BC or soon a situation which, 
according to himself, he took very seriously. About the status of Furius 
and Aurelius, the poet’s attitude to them, and the tone of his address there 
has been much unfruitful Many suppose that Catullus has been 
in Rome for sometime pursuing an affair with the unnamed woman. It 
could be, however, that he is about to return. An acquaintance of long 
standing would expect to receive a message,44 although not one of the 
sort that Catullus actually sends Roman gentlemen in any case regularly 
terminated relationships of some length and depth in a formal ~ a y . 4 ~  It 
would not have been unseemly or buffoonish to ask two friendsM to take 
a message to the woman, however lightly or seriously he had regarded the 
relationship with her.4’ The faithlessness she had displayed certainly 
affected Catullus more than the embarrassing request of Varus’ friend 
reported in item 10 or the theft by Asinius complained of in item 12. We 
should also note how much of item 11 relates to future possibilities as well 

41 I plan to publish accounts of these results elsewhere. 
42 All the great foreign adventures of 55 seem to be alluded to, from Gabinius’ activities in 
Egypt to Crassus’ expedition against the Parthians. 
43 Ronconi (1940b: 142-4 = 1953: 194-7 = 1971: 174-7 and Traina (1975: 254-6) find, as did 
Haupt (1841: 24 = 1875: 97), an element of parody in w. 1-14; Evrard-Gillis (1976 189-90) 
does not. 

45 CE Tac. Ann. 2.70.2, Suet. Cal. 3.3, Gaius, Inst. 3.151. 
46 Even although slaves or freedmen normally carried such messages (cE Ter. Hec. 314, Cic. 
Aa. 10.4.7; 16.5, Rep. 1.18, Ac. 1.1). In so far as they ‘accompany’ Catullus on a journey 
Furius and Aurelius must be of slightly lower status (cf. Hor. Serm. 1.6.101-3, Epist. 1.7.75-6). 
Curtius Nicias was a man lower in status than either C. Memmius or Pompey’s wife (Suet. 
Gramm. 14.1). 
47 Mayer (1983: 297-8) makes too much of the analogy of the form of Roman divorce 
procedure alluded to at Cic. De orat. 1.183. 

CE Cic. Att. 4.10.2, Catull. 9.5. 
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as how surrealistically the woman’s present activity is described. The other 
lyric items are likewise all - even item 51 - angled more to the future 
than to the past. 

a. 11.17-20 and 58.4-5 

It is the fifth stanza which has caused even those scholars who would allow 
a special status to items 34 and 51 to set item 11 in both substance and 
style with the L“apj3ob and the Phalaecian epigrams.& Some philologists have 
talked of ‘0bscenity’,4~ and some translators have ransacked the lowest 
registers of English in search of imagined equivalents.so Many have noted 
a similarity between the stanza and the final two ‘Phalaecian’ verses of 
item 58. A close comparison reveals on the other hand considerable and 
highly significant differences. It should be helpful to elucidate these differ- 
ences before placing item 11 as a whole against its immediate neighbours. 

Whether item 58 has Lesbia merely masturbating the descendants of 
Remussl or copulating fully with them:* we have to do with an activity 
of the real world pursued in degrading circumstances (in quadriuiis er 
angiportis) and represented by a crudely vivid agricultural image ( g l ~ b i f ) . 5 ~  
The noun quadriuium is absent from the rest of the record of Republican 
and early imperial literat~re.5~ The metrical shape of angiporturn would 
have excluded it from epic but not from tragedy; nevertheless the tra- 
gedians seem to have avoided it.55 The verb glubere and its compounds 
never appear in epic or tragic poetry, or even in oratory. The locution was 
a sordid one, whether Catullus took it from ordinary discourse or invented 
it himself. What is said in item 58 and how it is said fit with other passages 
of ‘Phalaecian’ verse56 and with nothing in the &AT. 

E.g. Ronconi (19406: 144 = 1953: 174 = 1971: 176). 
49 C€ Cairns (1972: 80,216-17), Lateiner (1977: 26). 
so ’Iivo US professors of literature, Myers and Ormsby (1970), have ‘ . . . she screws with all 
and never slows her pace, but busts their balls’. Goold (1983) and Lee (1990) display more 
sense of anatomy and a better appreciation of the tone of the Latin with ‘ . . . she holds in 
her embraces, loving none truly but again and again rupturing the loins of them all’ and ‘ . . . 
hugging she holds, loving none truly but again and again rupturing all’s groins’ respectively. 
See also Wiseman (1979 11). 
51 Jocelyn (1979: 89-90). 
52 0. Skutsch (1980 21). Trankle (1981: 245-8) has argued in favour of the view of Parthenius 
and others that Catullus refers to Lesbia’s monetary exactions. 
53 See Cato, Agr. 33.5, Varro, Rust. 1.48.2. Butchers and tanners took up the verb (see Paul. 
Fest. p. 87 Lindsay, S.V. glumu, Lyd. Mug. 1.12). The sexual use (cf. Auson 71.1) is less likely 
to have developed from theirs 
54 Significantly, its next appearance in the record is at Juv. 1.63-4. 
55 Horae  has it once in his pCA7, in a very harshly worded passage (Curm. 1.25.9-10). 
56 E.g. with 6.13-14; 16.1-2; 21.7-8, 12-13; 32.7-8, 41.1-2; 47.34. 
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11.17-20 presents the woman’s promiscuity in no realistic way. One 
female cannot embrace three hundred males simultaneously. Commen- 
tators mislead when they cite 9.2, 12.10 and 48.3. Catullus had in fact an 
epic number in mind, the three hundred Spartans who died at Thermo- 
pylae, for example, or the three hundred Fabii who died at the Cremera.s7 
The participial phrase nullum amans uere sed identidem omnium ilia 
rumpens contrasts a lack of sexual arousal on the part of the puella with 
the congested state of the organs of the moechi. We need only compare 
passages like Martial 11.81.2 in the first case”s and Catullus 32.10-11 in 
the to realize how reticently Catullus is writing at 11.19-20. The 
woman’s state could have been put in starkly physical terms. It is, however, 
the psychic aspect which is alluded to by nullum amans uere. Likewise 
identidem omnium ilia rumpens diverts attention from the external to the 
internal organs of her male lovers. The account of the woman’s promiscuity 
fits with that of the cuckolded husband’s impotence in item 17, that of the 
poet’s own lust at 51.9-10 and the allusions to past and future sexual 
activity in item 61 (51-5, 97-148, 164-73, 199-205, 225-8). The verb 
rumpere seems to be at home in all kinds of literature. ile is admittedly 
one of many words relating to the internal or external human anatomy 
which do not occur in the remains of oratory. It could not, however, be 
classified as an obscenity. Celsus admitted it freely to his elegant account 
of the art of medicine.6o One might even deduce from Virg. Aen. 7.499, 
9.415, 10.777-8 that with ilia rumpens Catullus was adapting some passage 
of older epic poetry. 

The use of the word moechus at 11.17 does form a link with the verbal 
style of the Phalaecian epigrams (cf. 42.3; 11; 12; 19; 20). It and moecha 
are words avoided in epic and tragic poetry, in oratory and in history?’ 
No large conclusions need, however, be drawn. The fastidious Horace 
admits moechus to a ~ U O S  (Carm. 1.25.9) as does Catullus himself to an 

57 On the Spartan three hundred see Hdt. 7.202; on the Fabii Diodor. 11.53.6 (306 according 
to other accounts). The island of Ilva sent three hundred warriors to join Aeneas’ forces 
(Virg. Aen. 10.17W). Where lyric poetry is concerned, Horace has three hundred oxen 
sacrificed to Pluto ( C a m .  2.14.5-7) and three hundred chains loaded on the over-amorous 
Pirithous (3.4.79-80). 
CE Ov. Ars 2.6854. For the state of the fully aroused female see Aristoph. Equ. 1285, Pax 

885, Ov. Her. 15.134, Mart. 11.16.7-8, Juv. 6.64, 10.321-2. For the desirability of mutual 
arousal see Plaut. Pseud. 1259-61, Catull. 45.19-20, Sulpicia, [Tib.] 3.11.13-16. 
59 Cf. for male tumescence Eurip. Cycl. 327-8, Aristoph. Lys. 980-1013, Hor. Sem.  1.2.116-18, 
Martial 11.16.5, Priap. 23.34, 33.5-6. 

61 Catullus has adultera at 61.98. It is odd that, while adultery is a frequent theme of oratory 
and history, adulter occurs frequently in Cicero and Sallust but adultera not at all. Livy has 
neither. 

2.7.4 et al. 
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elegy (68.103) and Propertius to a poem of the same genre (4.5.44). cum 
suis uiuat ualeatque moechis quite lacks the crudity of nunc in quadriuiis 
et angiportis glubit magnanimi Remi nepotes. After the words employed 
hitherto the vulgar borrowing from Greek causes surprise, but it would 
have very effectively underscored the difference between the poet’s feel- 
ings towards the woman and those towards Furius and Aurelius without 
destroying the lyric tone of the whole piece. 

b. 11.21-4 and 58.2-3 

It would also be worth setting the elaborate simile constructed in the final 
strophe of item 11 against the comparative statement at 58.2-3. The latter 
goes in form with several in the Phalaecian epigrams (3.5; 14.1; 23.12-14, 
19, 21; 27.34; 35.16-17; 38.7-8; 48.5-6) and in the lap/3ot (22.14; 25.14; 
39.16). The p&Aq on the other hand have only the two in 17.15-16. The 
extended simile of 11.214 has many companions in the p&Aq (17.12-13, 
18-19,20,254,61.16-20,21-5,33-5,87-9,102-5,186-8,219-23) and four 
in the l”ap/3oi (8.5; 25.12-13; 29.8; 37.12). In the Phalaecian epigrams on the 
other hand there can be found only two highly intellectualizing instances, at 
2b.l-3, where reference is made to the heroic world, and at 7.3-9, where 
it is a question of parts of the contemporary world distant from Rome.62 
The tone of the simile of 11.214 can also be felt by contrasting a vulgar 
expression of the same idea: tam perit quam extrema f ~ b a . 6 ~  The type of 
simile had its original home in epic narrativew and the more expansive 
kinds of lyric poetry.65 It was usually the warrior struck by a weapon or 
missile who fell like part of a growing plant. Here it was the lover deprived 
of the will to live by the flight of his loved one.% One might, if one pleases, 
detect irony, as in vv. 1-16. But there can be no doubt about the essentially 
lyric stamp the use of such a simile puts on the item. 

Item 11 may now be treated as a whole and the details of the extra- 
metrical ways in which it differs from the Phalaecian epigrams which flank 
it in the tradition considered. 

62 See Jocelyn (1995: 63-71). 
63 Cited by Fest. p. 4% Lindsay (‘in prouerbio est’). 

64.353-5 (Trojans will be slain), Virg. Aen. 9.435-7 (Euryalus dies). 
65 CE Stesich. Suppl. Lyr. Gr. 15 col. ii 14-17 (Geryon dies). 
@ meum. . . amorem in v. 21 must be interpreted as the equivalent of me. . . amantem. The 
loved one was often addressed as mea uita (Plaut. Cas. 135 et al.) and the parted, betrayed 
or abandoned lover often complained that he no longer wished to live (cf. Plaut. Merc. 

C€ Hom. ZI. 8.306-8 ( G o r m o n  dies), 11.67-71 (Trojans and Achaeans are slain), Catd.  
11 

471-3). 
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c Item 11: Phonetic Features 

Two kinds of purely phonetic repetition accompany the repeated rhythms 
of item 11: alliteration of successive initial phonemes and assonance of 
neighbouring syllables. There is only one case of the termination of suc- 
cessive grammatically related words with the same long vowel or 
diphthong. 

The pkA7 tend to favour alliteration (6.1 cases per hundred words in 
11; 4.3 per cent in 17; 4.2 per cent in 30; 5.0 per cent in 34; 6.8 per cent 
in 61) and to spread the figure evenly. The Phalaecian epigrams have on 
the whole much less (1.6 per cent in 10 and 3.4 per cent in 12; 0.0 per cent 
in 1, 2b, 3; 2.9 per cent in 5; 3.5 per cent in 6; 0.0 per cent in 9, 13; 4.5 per 
cent in 15; 1.2 per cent in 21) and aim the figure at particular targets. 
Nevertheless the ratio can drop as low as to 1.4 per cent in a ~ ~ A o s  (51) 
and rise as high as to 7.7 per cent in an epigram (2; 5.2 per cent in 7; 4.5 
per cent in 15; 6.3 per cent in 16). We cannot therefore make too much 
of the 1.6 per cent-6.l per cent-3.4 per cent sequence in items 10-11-12. 

It is difficult to define assonance in a way which facilitates comparative 
measurement of its incidence. However the figure is defined or measured, 
differences between individual members of a genre seem as great as they 
are between the genres themselves. I note therefore only that neither item 
10 nor item 12 has much that is comparable with 11.3-4 longe resonante 
Eoa tunditur unda or 13-14 omnia haec quaecumque feret uoluntas caelitum 
or 18 complexa tenet trecentos. 

It has been noticed that where grammatically related words are con- 
cerned homoeoteleuton involving a long vowel or diphthong is freely 
allowed by Catullus in the Phalaecian epigrams but avoided in the epic 
items 62 and 64 and in the elegies 65-69:’ In the pkA7 he seems to me to 
have been equally shy, with only one case in item 11 (15), none in item 
17, one in item 30 (lO), none in items 34 and 51, one in item 61 (100). 
Much more significant than the one case in item 11 (15 meae puellae) are 
the six occasions when hyperbaton prevents it (2, 3 4 ,  6-7, 10, 17, 21) 
and the two when obsolescent conjunctions stand in the way (6,ll-12). I 
note by the way that the emotionally charged meae puellae occurs four 
times in the epigrams (2.1; 3.3,4, 17 (cf. 36.21)) and that those genres and 
authors hostile to homoeoteleuton of noun and attribute are more relaxed 
where the latter is a pronominal adjective. 

The repetition of whole words and whoIe phrases has of course a 

67 Shackleton Bailey counts 54 cases in the Phalaecian epigrams (1992: 69). On the epic and 
elegiac pieces see the same scholar (1994 7-9,1618). 
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semantic as well as a phonetic aspect. The two genres differ in their own 
ways both of exploiting and avoiding such repetition. 

In item 11 there is a striking case of the figure anaphora (2-12 siue . . . 
siue.. . seu . .  . siue. .  . siue). This figure appears as well in all the other 
&AT, in some of them a number of times (17.17-18, 21; 30.2-3; 34.13-20; 
51.1-2, 13-15; 61.46-9, 51-9, 110-11). Many Phalaecian epigrams do not 
on the other hand have it at all. Where it does appear in this genre it 
tends to be of the unremarkable character of neque. . . nec (10.9-10; 21). 

Item 11 presents no example of the multiple repetition of a single 
thematic word like that of pons in item 17, of jides and related words and 
of factum in 30, of bonus in 61, and none of the repetition of a thematic 
statement like that of quendam de tu0 uolo ponte ire praecipitem in item 
17 (8-9; 23) and none of the incantatory repetitions of item 61 (0 Hymenaee 
Hymen, o Hymen Hymenaee at w. 4-5,39-40,49-50,59-60,117-18,1374, 
142-3, 147-8, 152-3, 157-8, 162-3, 167-8, 172-3, 177-8, 181-2; quis huic 
deo compararier ausit? at w. 64-5, 69-70, 74-5; uiden ut faces splendidas 
quatiunt comas at w. 77-8,94-5; abit dies, prodeas noua nupta at w. 90-1, 
(96), 105-11,112-13; concubine nuces da at w. 128,133). Such repetitions 
as item 10 presents (e.g. 20 parare, 30 parauit, 32 pararim) look on the 
other hand to be without semantic or rhetorical purpose, the result of an 
artful artlessness. 

In the epic item 64 Catullus followed the model of Ennius’ Annales in 
only occasionally putting words together in such a way that the final vowel 
of one ran into the initial vowel of the next.68 This inevitably helped to 
make the sound of a piece of epic poetry very different from that of a 
story narrated in the ordinary language.69 Catullus was not as hostile to 
synaloephe in either item 11 or its two companions (12.4 per cent; 12.6 
per cent; 13.9 per cent # 4.4 per cent in 64). Nevertheless, to judge by 
what went on in comedy, he did not try to ape the freedom of the ordinary 
language. The amount of synaloephe in the Phalaecian epigrams is not 
significantly greater than that in the ~ C A O S .  On the other hand one notes 
in item 11 Furi et (1) and prati ultimi (22-3) and no synaloephe at all of 
a monosyllable, in item 10 sane illepidum (4), octo homines (20), quaeso 
inquit (25) and two cases of synaloephe of a monosyllable (7, 28), and in 
item 12, belle uteris (2), ioco atque (2), te inepte (4), quare aut (10) and 
exspecta aut (11). 

The paradosis of w. 11-12 of item 11 - often emended in conqe- 
quence’O - requires the assumption of a hiatus difficult to parallel in other 

a See Vollmer (1923: 20-l), Soubiran (1966: m 3 ) ,  0. Skutsch (1985: 52-3). 
69 See Cic. Orat. 152. 
’O Most recently by McKie (1984: 74-8): horribiles uitro ultimosque Britannos. 
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verse of the time, to say nothing of a very peculiar tricolon: Caesaris uisens 
monimenta magni, Gallicum Rhenum, horribilesque ultimosque Britannos. 
The hiatus between the directly quoted mane of 10.27 and inquii (Scaliger: 
me inquit) may on the other hand be justified by supposing a pause in 
delivery. 

The prosody of words in classical Latin verse is remarkable for its 
regularity. Whether ordinary speech was ever as regular may be doubted. 
The verse of the third and second centuries shows a large amount 
of oscillation. Catullus was clearly out to reduce the amount. The 
metrical pattern of item 11 demanded two fairly clear artificialities. Others 
may be hidden by our ignorance of the facts of ordinary first-century BC 

speech. 
How far in Catullus’ time upper-class urban speakers of Latin always 

gave full value to a final sibilant is uncertain. Nowhere in the &AT, the 
:apfioL or the Phalaecian epigrams does anything like tu dabi’ supplicium 
(116.8) appear. For Catullus the poet the sibilant regularly made position 
(e.g. at 11.7, 10, 22). That does not necessarily mean it did for Catullus 
the Roman gentleman. 

It is very likely that in making siue a trochee in w. 7 and 9 Catullus 
diverged from the normal pronunciation of his time.71 About iambic meae 
in v. 15, suis in v. 17 and meum in v. 21 and cretic illius in v. 22 one cannot 
be sure.’* The prosodical treatment of the pronominal adjective in comedy 
and its spelling in private letters of the first and second centuries AD 

indicate at least an oscillating pronunciation in the ordinary language, 
while the behaviour of both the old comedians and the first-century 
BC poets suggests that various measurements were possible of the rela- 
tively uncommon and apparently anomalous genitive of the deictic 
pronoun. 

The other lyric items show equally little certain variation from the 
norm. Iambic tibi at 17.5; 51.13; 61.149 and 151 very probably had an 

A word beginning in a consonant was regularly preceded by monosyllabic seu in comedy 
(at Plaut. Amph. 69,70,71, as elsewhere) and tragedy. Lucretius has trochaic s h e  ten times 
(1.861 er al.) in his hexameters. 

It is unlikely that ordinary speakers were clearer about the prosody of the pronominal 
adjective than they had been in the previous century or were to be in following centuries 
(for ma = mea see Tab. Viidol. 292b. back 2-3, Pap. Ivlichig. 8.471.34, Adams (199%: 120)). 
As for cretiddactyl illius, this form is also found at 3.8,10.31 (Phalaecian epigrams), at 61.219 
( ~ ~ A o s ) ,  64.348 (epic), 66.85,68.44 (elegies). The molossic form (see GLK IV 233,234) occurs 
only at 67.23. Lucretius on the other hand has the molossus 13 times, the cretiddactyl only 
four. How much observation of the facts lies in the doctrine of the grammarians (GLK IV 
233,234) that the classical writers of prose always used the molossic form is hard to say. 
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archaic s0und.7~ About dactylic totius (17.10) and illius (61.219) and tro- 
chaic iste (17.21), ille (51.1 and 2), and ipse (61.57)74 uncertainty must 
prevail. 

It may be chance that nowhere in item 11 does Catullus diverge from 
the practice of contemporary speakers of Latin in syllabifying words and 
word-groups involving the conjunction of a so-called ‘mute’ and ‘liquid’ 
or any of the collocations [sp], [st], [sk], [fr], [fl]. 17.6 has sac-ra, 17.24 po-  
te s-to-li-dum, 34.19 ag-ri-co-lae, 61.23 Ha-mad-ry-a-des.7s Less a matter of 
chance would be the relatively large number of instances of the Graecizing 
syllabification in the (a,/loi (4.6,7, 9; 22.7, 10, 12; 25.7; 29.4,22; 31.8 39.11; 
44.18) and the relatively small number in the Phalaecian epigrams (3.11, 
13; 28.15; 36.15; 55.2; 58.4), most of which occur in the ithyphallic close. 

d. Item 11: Morphology and Syntax 

In morphology item 11 could not be said to diverge much from ordinary 
Latin speech, something which is also true of other lyric items. There is 
nothing in item 11 or in 17 or in 51 as archaic as the forent of 30.8, the 
deposiuit of 34.8, the sonantum of 34.12, the citarier of 61.42, the compara- 
rier of 61.65, 75 the ausit of 61.65, 75, the nitier of 61.68. The Greek 
termination of Arabas (v. 5),, has parallels not only elsewhere in lyric 
poetry (61.30 Aganippe and 187 parthenice), in epic (64.15 Nereides; 35 
Tempe; 53 Thesea; 85 Minoa) and in elegy (66.46 Athon; 48 Chalybon; 67 
Booten; 68.116 Hebe) but also in iambic poetry (4.7 Cycladas; 9 Propontida; 
13 Amastri) and even in Phalaecian epigram (36.13 Ancona; 14 Amathunfa; 
45.1 Acmen; 10 Acme; 58b.1-3 Cretum . . . Ladas. . . Perseus). The Arabs 
were known to the Romans at this time perhaps only through Greek 
literature. 

The syntax of item 11 has aspects both of archaism and of modernizing 

T3 As in the Phalaecian epigrams at 32.6 and 50.16 (# 1.3, 8; 13.2; 14.7, 9, 16; 15.1; 23.5, 15, 
19; 35.16; 38.6; 40.3; 49.4). The iambic measurement was already relatively uncommon in 
comedy (c. 8 examples in Plautus’ Pseudolw against c. 25 of the pyrrhic). Lucretius has it as 
an iambus 11 times, as a pyrrhic 52 times. Ancient students of prose thought it always had 
the value of a pyrrhic (GLK IV 232). 
74 Catullus has the dactylic form also at 37.9. The only genitive form recorded for comedy is 
toti (fern.) at Afran. 325. Lucretius has the dactylic form 17 times, the molossic 4 times Qn 
illius see above, n. 72. The Phalaecian epigrams have trochaic iZle (6.9; 47.4; 57.8; 581x1) and 
ipse (55.9). In about 28 instances out of 173 in Plautine comedy ille can only be given the 
value of a long monosyllable. isre has been treated similarly at Plaut. Persu 520; ipse sinduly 
at Plaut. Asin. 714, Bucch. 1160, Epid. 47, Ter. Hec. 560. Lucretius has trochaic ille and 
trochaic ipse often. 
75 The syllabification of probru in 61.99 must remain uncertain. See above, n. 16. 
76 Contrast Plaut. Curc. 443. The manuscripts have Arubus, however, at Cic. Fam. 8.10% 
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artificiality. The local use of the conjunction ut (v. 3) recurs at 17.10 and 
elsewhere in recorded Latin only in translations of Aratus’ 3x1 (Phuen. 
231: Cic. Arut. 2, Germ. 233) and in Manilius’ Astronomicu (2.273). The 
local use of ?VU in epic and lyric texts would have been Catullus’ model. 
The only clear cases of such Graecism in the other lyric items are 51.5 
duke ridentem (# Sappho’s b8v + w w l a ~ s ) ,  61.7 suuue olenb, 61.212 duke 
rideut. The plural, or perhaps rather collective, use of undu (v. 4) was 
related to uses of the singular form in the ordinary language but had its 
immediate source in the practice of the old poets.” The phenomenon 
occurs twice in item 17 (13,19) and pullulates in item 61 (3-4, 9-10, 51, 
54-5, 56-9, 108, 155, 161, 199, 202-3, 213). It appears three times in the 
hp/30~ (37.20; 39.20; 44.15) and seven times in the Phalaecian epigrams 
6.17; 14.22; 23.21; 35.15; 43.2; 56.2; 58b.4). The singular - or perhaps again 
one should say collective - use of the plural aequoru (v. 8) likewise came 
from old poetry.’8 The phenomenon occurs five times in item 61 (14, 28, 
103, 110, 224) but not at all in the hp/30~. The only clear case in the 
Phalaecian epigrams (apart from the affectionate uses of mei umores and 
meue deliciue) is at 35.15. The use of an accusative object with the participle 
in -nt- at w. 10-12 and 19-20 occurs in other lyric items (17.20; 30.7-8; 
34.17-18 61.9-10,12-13,17,26,33,54,80,99,154,211-12). In the previous 
century it had been largely restricted to the higher gen~es.7~ Orators con- 
temporary with Catullus used it, but restrainedly. It occurs once in the 
& ~ O L  (59.4), ten times in the Phalaecian epigrams (9.6-7, 8; 21.7; 35.3-4, 
9-10; 45.1-2, 10; 50.4, 6; 53.4), with what tone it is hard to say. There are 
no grounds for calling nec . . . respectet (v. 21) either archaic or colloquial. 

The other obsolescent syntagms detectable in the lyric items are few 
and open to doubt: the adjectival use of the ethnic noun Ligus at 17.9; the 
jussive use of the second person singular of the subjunctive at 34.21 and 
24 and 61.91, 96, 106, 113 (refrain);so the use of the perfect subjunctive 
after non. . . periculum est ne at 61.83-6;81 the use of in and the ablative 

Cf. Enn. Ann. 302. 
l8 

l9 Plautine comedy has only five instances of the present participle with an accusative 
complement (Aul. 8, Merc. 57, Mil. 204-5, Persu 253, Rud. 695; the last two in paratragic 
address to deities). The remains of Ennius’ Annules on the other hand have a comparatively 
large number of instances, as does Catullus’ epic item 64. 
8o 8.1 and 32.7 and a number of passages of Cicero’s correspondence (An. 1.17.11, 4.19.2, 
10.15.4) show that it still had some life in the ordinary language. Oratory avoided it (see, 
however, Cic. Verr. I1 3.37). 

Contrast Plaut. Asin. 388, Pseud. 289, Cic. Sest. 52, De orut. 2.69, Rep. 1.37, TUC. 5.118, 
Pollio up. Cic. Fum. 10.31.2. Interpreters and translators refer Catullus’ uiderit to the past. 
This makes little sense. 

Enn. Pruet. 4, Ann. 505 (hence Lucret. 1.8, 3.1002). 
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with deditus at 61.97-8;82 the use of the supine with ire at 61.14eX3 the use 
of ne with the present imperative at 61.193;@ the volitive use of the third 
person perfect subjunctive iuuerit at 61.196.8s 

e. Item 11: Sentence-Structure and Word-Order 

The considerable length of the two periods which form item 11 (of 66 and 
38 words respectively) is to be paralleled at 17.1-7 (49 words), 14-20 (48); 
34.5-16 (40); 61.1-15 (51), in the rapflot at 25.1-8 (49); 44.1-9 ( 5 9 ,  and in 
the Phalaecian epigrams at 2.1-10 (51); 7.3-12 (48); 15.2-10 (49); 24.1-6 
(36); 45.1-7 (36). Comparatively speaking the number of such periods in 
the epigrams is rare. The constituents of the periods never overrun strophe 
boundaries in this item, item 30, item 34, item 51 or item 61. They rarely 
overrun in item 17. So called ‘enjambement’ is on the other hand extremely 
common in the l‘apfloi and the Phalaecian epigrams. The periods of item 
11 do not have the complexity of high oratory, but they lack the paren- 
theses and the inconcinnity that appear to have marked periods of such 
length in ordinary speech, except perhaps for the collocation haec quae- 
cumque (haec quacumque Nisbet) at v. 13. Noteworthy is the nominal 
phrase comites Catulli at 11.1.% Likewise the number of extended parti- 
cipial phrases (3 longe resonante; 10 Caesaris uisens monimenta magni; 14 
temptare simul parati; 19-20 nullum amans uere, sed identidem omnium 
ilia rumpens). 

The order of words constituting the phrases and clauses of item 11 
varies quite markedly from what can be deduced about the patterns of 
everyday first-century speech. 

Whereas the orators and the historians maintained the ancient position 
of the accusative complement of the verb, ordinary users of the language 
had for some time tended more and more to have such a complement 
follow, at least where principal clauses were c~ncerned.~’ Catullus has two 
cases of the accusative preceding a finite transitive verb and none of the 
opposite order in item 11; five and one respectively in 17; three and one 
in 30; two and none in 34; four and none in 51; thirty-two and fourteen in 

82 # Plaut. Mil. 567, Cic. Cael. 12 et al. The parallels at Lucret. 3.647 (# Cic. Fam. 15.4.16 ei 
al.) and 4.815 suggest that it was no new locution. 

84 Frequent in Plautus, much less so in Terence, rare in first-century BC and first-century AD 
Cicero has it in only a few set expressions (cubirum, sessum ire). 

prose (Liv. 3.2.9 (reported speech), Sen. Contr. 1.2.5 (often challenged by critics), Sen. Dial. 
2.19.4). 
85 CE the prayer quod di omen auerferint at Cic. Phil. 12.14 (# Flacc. 104, Phil. 3.35, 13.7; 
41, 14.26). 

87 See Adams (1976 7C99). 
Servius interprets comitum at Virg. Aen. 11.94 as ‘comitantium’. 
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61. It is not easy to suggest a reason for the last set of figures. I note that 
there was an especially strong tendency in the ordinary language for an 
injunctive verb to precede its object and that ten of the fourteen preposed 
verbs of item 61 are injunctive>* 

The ordering of the noun and various types of attribute was already in 
the early second century undergoing a process of change. Ennius’ Annales 
exploited the potentialities of the situation much more than his stage 
tragedies did. 331 cases of noun and attribute of every type have been 
counted in the fragments of the old hexameter poem: in 150 the noun 
precedes, in 181 the attribute; in the latter 181 cases the attribute is 
disjoined 63 timesB9 In the first 21 verses of Catullus’ epic item 64 I count 
25 cases of noun and attribute of every type: in three the noun precedes, 
in 22 the attribute; in the latter 22 cases the attribute is disjoined 19 timesg0 
The difference is quite striking and not to be attributed to any change in 
the ordinary language between Ennius’ time and Catullus’. Removal of the 
type of adjective which had continued in the second and first centuries 
normally to precede the noun would not significantly affect the statistics 
A conscious policy appears to be at work.91 

Item 11 is remarkable for the small number of nouns it carries without 
any attribute at all. Of its 24 attributes five follow and 19 precede. Only 
one of the five following is disjoined (10 magni), and this is an adjective 
which in the ordinary language normally preceded its noun. The disjunc- 
tion gave it an emotionally heavy emphasis. Five of the nine immediately 
preceding (6 sagittiferos; 11 Gallicum; 15 meae; 22 illius; 22-3 prati ultimi) 
would in the ordinary languge as a rule have followed. Six of the ten 
preceding at a distance (3 Eoa; 7 septemgeminus; 10 Caesaris; 17 suis; 21 
meum; 23 praetereunte) would normally have followed. They thus received 
an emphasis greater than that given the other four. One could give an 
account of each case in terms of the liberties the ordinary language 
allowed, but the impression left by the sheer number of licences which 
Catullus granted himself in item 11 remains. Items 17,34,51 and 61 behave 
similarly in regard to the position of the attribute; item 30 stands slightly 
apart. There are clear signs here of the operation by Catullus of a special 
stylistic agenda for lyric poetry. 

88 It is more significant for the tone of item 61 that sixteen injunctives follow the object. 
89 See 0. Skutsch (1985: 67). Where the noun precedes, the attribute is disjoined no more 
than about fifteen times. 

91 The history of so-called ‘hyperbaton’ in Latin as a whole with proper attention to the 
various kinds of prose and the non-literary material is yet to be written. See, however, 

Where an attribute follows a noun (w. 3, 6, 18) it does so immediately. 

Ad= (1971: 1-16). 
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The splitting of the passive periphrasis tactus est in w. 23-4 appears to 
be unique in the pkA7 (contrast 34.23; 61.194), the rappot (contrast 22.20; 
29.16, 17; 39.2), and the Phalaecian epigrams (contrast 1.5; 3.3; 10.3; 26.2; 
28.13; 36.4; 38.5; 58b.9-10). The epic item 64 has one case (v. 147: contrast 
w. 6, 79, 268, 304); the elegies three (66.61; 67.9; 68.15; contrast 66.27 
(bis), 29,34; 67.26; 68.39,80,106,125,154); the elegiac epigrams six (87.2, 
4; 99.13; 100.5-6, 102.4; 110.3; contrast 76.8 83.6; 95.2; 99.7; 101.8 102.1; 
116.5). Contemporary oratory occasionally split the periphrasis in order 
to emphasize a contrast between the participle in question and another 
or to assist in the focusing of another element of the whole phrase.= At 
11.234 Catullus appears to be enforcing some unspoken contrast between 
the aratrum and the flos. 

Related in some degree to this phenomenon is the inversion and separ- 
ation of participle and auxiliary, of which there are two cases in the p+: 
at 17.14 cui cum sit uiridissimo nupta pore puella auxiliary sit appears to 
attach itself to the emphasized pair of subordinators cui cum; at 34.21-2 
sis quocumque tibi placet sancta nomine the volitive character of the phrase 
drives sis to the initial position. The former has parallels in oratory,” the 
latter none. Since, however, the orators avoided the positive use of 
the second person subjunctive in wishes and exhortationsw this is not 
surprising. There are no cases at all in the Phalaecian epigrams of a 
preposed auxiliary helping to focus another constituent of the colon, but 
a scatter is to be found in the lap/loc, the epic item 64, the elegies and the 
elegiac epigrams.95 It could of course be argued that sancta at 34.21-2 is 
an adjective rather than part of a synthetic perfect passive verb. In that 
case there are parallels for the position of sis in the elegies (68.155) and 
the elegiac epigrams (100.8).% 

The incorporation within the relative clause in 11.7-8 of its head 
aequora reflects to some extent an archaic practice still occasionally fol- 
lowed by orators but, it would seem, abandoned by the ordinary language.97 
The only near-parallels in Catullus’ entire work are in the elegiac item 68 

See Adams (19946: 34-43). 
93 See Adams (19946: 3 6 4 0 , 6 5 3 ) .  
94 See above n. 80. 
95 See, where the Sapgo6 are concerned, 37.13 (44.17 without separation); where item 64 is 
concerned, w. 220, 396 (187 without separation); where the elegies are concerned, 67.6; 
68.22,59,94, 130,158 where the elegiac epigrams are concerned, 71.4; 75.1 (84.3 and 108.4 
without separation). 

See further Cic. A d  Q. fr 1.3.10 sis fortis (Z Fam 16.9.4 cautus sis), Prop. 1.1.32 sitis e t .  . . 
pares. 
91 Cf. for such incorporation Plaut. Amph. 7, Cas. 975, Cum. 433, Epid. 472-3, Men. 707, Mil. 
734,  Most. 505, Ter. Andr. 3,26,39,681, Eun. 19-20,449-50. 
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(w. 147-8 as restored in the 1473 edition, 1534).98 One can only guess at 
what effect the poet aimed with such an order. 

The placing of uf (v. 3) and postquam (v. 23) in the second position of 
their respective clauses had copious precedent in both the higher and the 
lower genres of older poetry.99 First-century BC writers of formal prose felt 
able to position these and other subordinators after a word or group of 
words which required emphasis. Cicero’s private correspondence shows a 
similar degree of liberty.’” This liberty survived a long time in the ordinary 
language but was eventually curtailed in formal prose. It is arguable that 
the process of curtailment was already under way at some levels in the 
first century, if not already in the second. Catullus affected the freer order 
in his other p+,lol and about as much in the epic item 64,’02 the elegies,’03 
the elegiac epigrams,’04 and the i ! ~ p ~ o t . ~ ~ ~  I say this taking account of the 

98 Not, however, 64.207-9. 
99 CE Enn. Trag. 249,300,322 (ut # 72,263,353,383), Ann. 155,461,491,578 (postquarn # 
63, 137, 143, 225). The same positionings of ut and postquam can be found in Plautus’ 
comedies; both subordinators normally, however, head their clauses (I count in the first 300 
verses of the Pseudolus 24 cases of ut in the first position, ten of it later; the six cases of 
postquam in the whole script are all in the first position). 
lm It has been estimated from relatively small samples that Cicero postpones the subordinator 
in his orations between 15 and 20 times in a hundred; Caesar’s practice is similar. 
Iol Cf. for ut 17.10, 26; 30.12; 34. 9, 23; 61.149, 164 (contrast 11.21; 61.34, 41, 77, 204); for 
uelut 61.21, 102, 187 (contrast 11.22; 17.18); for relative qui 51.5; 61.29, 62, 139, (contrast 
11.17, 22; 17.1; 30.12; 34.7; 51.3; 61.3, 23.37, 71, 107, 110, 144, 151, 197, 202); for cum 17.14. 
There is no instance of si in the second or a later position (contrast 17.20, 24; 30.11; 61.92). 
lO2 Cf. for ut w. 61, 138, 226, 236, 293, 402 (contrast w. 117-23 (five cases), 230, 231, 233, 
241); uelut occurs only at the beginning of a phrase or clause (105,353,369); for relative qui 
postponed 6. w. 30,48,56,71,73,95,157,216,322 (contrast w. 26,66,87,96,119,142,161, 
165, 193, 196,209,219,229,254,260,272,280-3,284,286,296,317,325,330, 340, 358,359, 
369); for cum w. 80,212, 388 (contrast w. 4,101,237,243, 305, 344, 350, 363, 392); for si v. 
228 (contrast v. 158). I note v. 202 has postquam . . . and omit a number of subordinators 
which occur sporadically in item 64 and elsewhere. 
‘03 Cf. for ur 66.3; 68.3, 73, 84, 115 (contrast 65.19; 66.4, 5; 67.16; 68.130; uelut occurs at the 
beginning of a clause at 68.63); for relative qui 65.7; 66.1, 17, 79, 83; 67.21, 33, 47; 68.131, 
159 (contrast 65.21; 66.2, 9,11, 14,27,28,43,49,68, 84,67.3,5,9, 28, 30,38,45; 68.5, 15, 18, 
24,31,59,78,91,96, 111,113,118, 121, 126, 128, 133, 148,153, 160); for cum 6. 66.89; 68.16, 
75 (contrast 66.45, 45-6, 47, 52; 67.4; 68.8, 32, 53, 59, 61); for si c€ 68.40 (contrast 66.35, 73; 
68.31, 86, 147). 
Cf. for uiYuti 72.4; 76.21, 23; 78.4, 90.5; 116.2 (contrast 72.3; 75.3; 89.5; 99.13; 101.3; 109.3, 

5); for relative qui 70.3; 73.6; 82.3; 88.3; 101.7; 104.2; 106.1; 115.4 (contrast 69.5; 71.3; 73.5; 
74.5; 76.9,21; 78.1; 78b.l; 79.1; 81.2, 5; 86.5; 88.1; 89.1; 91.6; 98.2; 102.2; 110.8; 114.2); for cum 
80.3 (contrast 76.2; 80.3; 84.4, 10; 100.7); for si 75.4; 82.1 (contrast 69.3; 70.2; 71.1, 2; 74.2; 
75.3; 76.1, 16, 17 (bis), 19; 82.1; 83.3; 84.1; 88.8; 90.4; 96.1; 98.3, 5; 102.1; 103.3; 107.1; 108.1). 

Cf. for relative qui 22.21; 37.19; 44.8; 59.2 (contrast 4.1; 8.2, 7, 10; 22.1, 12, 19; 25.6, 8; 
29.3-4, 19; 31.11; 37.11, 39.14, 20; 44.2, 3, 21); for cum 8.6; 22.9, 16; 39.5 (contrast 4.23; 8.4, 
14; 25.5; 31.8; 39.3; 44.21; 59.4). Neither ut (contrast 22.5; 29.8, 13; 39.13, 20; 60.4) nor uelut 
(contrast 25.12) nor si (contrast 22.13; 39.2, 4, 10; 44.18) is displaced. 
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relatively small number of subordinate clauses in the &AT. In the Phalae- 
cian epigrams, on the other hand, the subordinator tended rather more to 
be placed at the head of its clause.'06 It is hard to judge the import of this 
tendency. Possibly excessive use of the liberty conflicted with the down- 
to-earth tone normally sought in the epigrams. The position of litus at 11.3 
stressed the idea, perhaps already stressed by the separation of extremos 
from its noun, that India lay at the eastern edge of the northern landmass. 
That of praetereunte at 11.23 brought out further the contrast being sug- 
gested between the plant and the plough. There was, it is clear, nothing 
understated about the general style of lyric poetry. 

f. Item 11: Vocabulary 

The vocabulary chosen for item 11 would have marked it in both a positive 
and a negative way; especially for a reader who came to it after item 
10 and was immediately to proceed to item 12. 

The absence of any particular word can hardly be significant in such a 
short piece as item 11. Nevertheless it would be worth observing that the 
class of enclitics and the like is represented only by -ue (w. 5 ,  6), -que (w. 
11, 12, 17) and est (v. 24), that penetrabit (v. 2), gradietur (v. 9), uiuat 
ualeatque (v. 17), tenet (v. 18), and respectet (v. 21) have no pronominal 
subject and that haec is used rather than ea at v. 13 and illius rather than 
eius at v. 22. The only forms of is which occur in the other pkAq are id at 
17.22 and eum at 17.23.1°7 Thirteen of the 114 words which compose the 
item would have been perceptibly obsolescent in the ordinary language or 
unknown except to those conversant with the higher genres of the poetry 
of the previous two centuries, or quite new and decipherable only through 
acquaintance with the modules of the established poetic language: these 
are resonunte (v. 3),lo8 Eoa (v. 3),'09 -ue (w. 5, 6),110 sagitfiferos (v. 6),ll1 

lo6 See below nn. 160,161, 162. 
Io7 I have not been able to find another example of the conjunction of hic and quicumque 
(# is: Cic. An. 7.7.7, 8.11b.1, Fam. 13.6.1, Orat. 123, 237, Tusc. 5.33, Off 3.20). On the 
difficulty see Nisbet (1978: 94-5 = 1995: 79-80). illi appears rather than ei at 61.169; illius 
rather than eius at 61.219. 
'O8 # sonante. Old tragedy has resonerehesonare 5 times, sonerdsonare 8; comedy has the 
former only once (Plaut. Pseud. 702 (paratragedy)), the latter 7 times. 
lO9 # orzentali. Eous, a borrowing from Greek poetry with an obviously Greek sound, occurs 
here first in the record and thereafter largely in verse. 
110 The old disjunctive was already giving way to aut and uel in second-century comedy (only 
14 times in Plautus, 10 in Terence, not at all in the other comedians). The exiguous remains 
of tragedy on the other hand have as many as five cases. Vitruvius would admit it twice 
(3.3.8 and 10.9.3). 

First here in the record. Tragedy had many such formations (e.g. frondifer at Naev. Trag. 
25); comedy avoided them except in paratragic passages. 
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septemgeminus (v. ,),,I2 aequora (v. 8),’13 gradietur (v. 9),lI4 -que (w. 11, 
12, 17),’15 caelitum (v. 14),’16 respecter (v. 2l).lI7 Each of the other pLch7, 
apart from item 17, has much the same proportion of such vocabulary, a 
proportion rather smaller than the one to be found in the epic item 64, in 
Cicero’s Aratus or in Lucretius’ De rerum natura. The pCh7 composed by 
Horace a generation later will similarly seem less ‘poetic’ than Virgil’s 
Georgics or Aeneid. Of the other words of item 11 only moechus (discussed 
above pp. 347-8) would have given the orator qualms as being possibly 
unfit for a solemn public occasion. 

The use of a pair of nearly synonymous words or phrases gave dignity 
to religious and legal injunctions and to formulae of social courtesy. 
Tragedy and the grander parts of comedy exploited the way of speaking.lI8 
Catullus’ have it at v. 17 of the item under discussion (uiuat ualeatque); 
it also occurs at 17.9 (praecipitem . . . per caputque pedesque), 10 (totius . . . 
lacus putidaeque paludis), 30.3 (prodere. . . fallere), 10 (uentos . . . ac 
nebulas aereas), 51.14 (exultus nimiumque gestis). uiuat ualeatque looks 
like a formula of the ordinary language poeticised by the use of the 
particle -que.119 

llZ First here in the record and never common. tergeminus (Lucret. 5.28, Virg. Aen. 4.511, 
8.202, Hor. Carm. 1.1.8; doubtless coined by Ennius as a choriambic replacement of 
trigerninus) would have been the model. 

# mare. An old word already restricted to tragic and epic poetry in the second century 
and rarely applied to anything but the sea. Catullus probably contrasts the calm of the sea 
in front of the Nile delta with the violence of the Indian shore-lie. 
114 # Liv. 21.38.6 eo magis miror ambigi quunam Alpis transien’f. The simple form of the verb 
gradi appeared in old tragedy (Pacuv. 47) and in grandiose passages of comedy (Plaut. Poen. 
632, Pseud. 859,1236, Truc. 124). Cicero admitted it three time to his philosophical dialogues, 
twice in reference to the locomotion of four-footed animals (Nut. deor. 2.122, Tusc. 5.38) and 
once in a piece of grandiose imagery (Tusc. 1.110). 
115 # et. Signs of a declining use of the old conjunctive particle -que are visible even in 
Plautus’ comedies. Cicero used it more in his speeches than in his letters. In some speeches 
of a plain style (e.g. the Pro Roscio Comoedo) it is hardly to be found at all. The coupling of 
. . . -que. .  . -que, whether original or modelled on. .  . T C . .  . TC, was outrightly paratragic in 
Plautus’ time; see Fraenkel (1922 209-11 = 1960: 199-201), Haffter (1934 119 n. 4; 1956 
363). 
116 # d e m  caeles occurs five times in tragedy and only once in the remains of comedy 
(Plaut. Rud. 2). It remained restricted to the higher genres of poetry. 
11’ # respicint (cf. Plaut. Bacch. 638a, Rud. 1316). The verb respectare, rare even in a 
frequentative sense, cannot have such a sense here. Tragedy had often used the frequentative 
form in -tare with no appreciable difference in sense from the base form (e.g. Ennius’ 
abnufare (306), adifare (394), aduenfare (37), proiectare (194), rapfare (92)). 
118 See Haffter (1934 53-85). 
119 Cf. Plaut. Mil. 1340 bene ualefe et uiuite, Trin. 996 male uiue er uale (also Bucch. 246, Stich. 
31, Trin. 52), Ter. Andr. 889 immo habeat uuleat uiuat cum illa (also Haut. 430). 
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g. Item 10: Substance and Tone 

We move back for the purpose of linguistic analysis to the Phalaecian 
epigram item 10. It should not, however, be forgotten that the ancient 
reader moved the other way, coming from a lower to a higher style. The 
names of some of the persons involved in the incident which the epigram 
recounts and the references to the province of Bithynia and to certain 
landmarks of the Capital would have set the scene for the first readers of 
the poem in the Rome of the spring or summer of 56.lZ0 The absence of a 
specific addressee - the ten preceding items have one, likewise the next 
31 - suggests that the poet presents himself as talking to a group of 
sympathetic friends. He describes, in part indirectly but in the main directly, 
a conversation between himself, one Varus, and a woman fancied by the 
latter. The low status of the woman prevents her being named, while it is 
no doubt the high status of the former governor of Bithynia which helps 
to keep him anonymous.’*’ The ninth sermo of Horace’s first book would 
not have been the first poem of its type to report a conversation with an 
obnoxious person at some length. Direct representation of dialogue has 
been posited for a number of the fragments of Lucilius’ Saturae, but none 
is large enough to guarantee certainty. At any rate no other of the first 
sixty items of the liber Catulli Veronensis reports the two parts of a 
conversation. That needs to be remembered in considering the verbal style 
of item 10, which in many respects varies as much from its fellow epigrams 
as it does from the lyric item 11. 

h. Item 10: Phonetic Features 

There is very little phonetic repetition in item 10 that looks a matter of 
design. The only alliterations are the unremarkable me meus (l), quibus 
quid (6), nihil neque (9). Equally unremarkable are the assonances in non 
sane illepidum neque inuenustum (6), in col10 sibi collocare posset (23), 
insulsa male et molesta uiuis (33) and the non-avoidance of homoeote- 
leuton in irrumator praetor (12-13) and facerem beatiorem (17). The triple 
anaphorae quid esset iam Bithynia, quo modo se haberet, ecquonam mihi 
profuisset aere (6-8) and neque ipsis nec praetoribus esse nee cohorti (9-10) 
had none of the force of the fivefold siue of 11.2-12. The recurrence of 
the verb in 5 incidere . . . 19 incidisset; 7 haberet. . .28 habere; 13 faceret. . . 

I2O C. Memmius (mentioned by name in 28.9) held a praetorship in 58 and was governor of 
Bithynia in the following year. 

The naming of him and Piso in item 28 (the latter also in item 47) made the attack there 
all the more scurrilous 
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17 facerem; 20 parare . . . 30 parauit . . . 32 pararim122 may be regarded as 
accidental or even as the result of studied unconcern. It certainly has no 
structural or semantic significance. 

Catullus has mihi pronounced as a pyrrhic at w. 3, 8, 18,25, as a long 
monosyllable at v. 21, and as an iambus in the close of v. 32. The monosyl- 
lable was perhaps regular in ordinary speech. The iambus could hardly 
have not sounded archaic and artifi~ia1.l~~ Likewise the dissyllabic nihil in 
the close of v. 9lZ4 and the trochaic sibi in the close of v. 32 (v.23).lz5 The 
ithyphallic close of the hendecasyllabic verse gathered linguistic oddities.lz6 
The short forms comparasti (v. 15) and pararim (v. 32) have been labelled 
'colloquial', but we cannot be entirely sure what the practice of ordinary 
speakers was at the time or what tone the corresponding long forms 
p o ~ ~ e ~ ~ e d . ~ ~ ~  The pronunciation of Gaius as a dactyl rather than a trochee 
(v. 30) looks artificial.'28 Nothing can be said about dactylic i l l i~ s '~~  or 
iambic mei (v. 31).130 Pyrrhic mane (v. 27) would probably have been 

but dactylic commoda (v. 26) is hard to judge. Comedy shortened 

122 The purare of v. 20 picked up the compound comparusti of v. 15 according to an ancient 
pattern still alive in the ordinary language (on which see Adams (1992 295-8)). 
IZ3 The iambus is also found at 15.5. There are on the other hand in the Phalaecian epigrams 
against these two cases 18 of pyrrhic mihi, three of monosyllabic mi. The &A? have the 
pyrrhic twice, the monosyllable three times and the iambus not at all. The iambus was already 
rare in comedy (at Plaut. Pseud. 192, 387, 934, 1314 against 33 cases of the pyrrhic, 21 of 
mih', 24 of mi). Lucretius has the iambus once (1.845) against eight of pyrrhic mihi and two 
of mi. mi appears with great frequency in the letters of Rustius Barbarus, those of Claudius 
Terentianus and those from Vindolanda. 
Iz4 Also at 6.12; 15.6; 16.6; 17.21; 23.8 42.21; 51.7. Monosyllabic nil occurs at 30.2; 42.21. 
Terence has nihil at the end of the senarius Phorm. 940 and the trochaic septenarius Haut. 
896. There is no clear trace elsewhere in comedy of dissyllabic nihil. nihili and nihilo on the 
other hand seem to have been regularly anapaests 
125 Contrast also 36.4. The old form had already given way to the pyrrhic in comedy (c€ 
Plaut. Pseud. 23,125,186,884). Lucretius has the iambus seven times against the pyrrhic 32 
times. 
126 See Jocelyn (1995: 73-52). 
Iz7 Catullus has in the Phalaecian epigrams also norut (3.6), donurunt (13.12), cupisti (19.3). 
putustis (16.3), irrumusti (28.10), desissem (36.5), explicusset (53.3); in the Ia&o( nosti (22.1). 
The first and third conjugation long forms seem not to occur anywhere. They are few in 
Lucretius in comparison with the short forms. The comic poets seem to have found at least 
some of them (e.g. those ending in a cretic) metrically useful. Quintilian thought that to use 
conseruuuisse rather than conserumse was pedantic (Inst. 1.6.20). 

Iz9 See above, n. 72. 
130 Monosyllabic or pyrrhic at Enn. Scuen. 60, Plaut. Cup?. 765, 800, Perm 494, Pseud. 6, Ter. 
Eun. 801, Pacuv. Trug. 198 # Plaut. Amph. 442, 601, 856, Aul. 244, Bucch. 379, Vid. 67, 
Ter. Andr. 869, Eun. 306, Huut. 951, 1026, Acc. Trug. 355. 
131 For the shortening of an originally iambic dissyllabic imperative see 50.18 caue (also in 
the lyric item 61 (145)). Contrast 1.8 habe (and 61.161 subi). The pronunciation of uue as an 

CE dactylic Troiu at 65.7. 
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such imperatives in anapaestic verse, while the rules of iambic and trochaic 
verse tended to the exclusion of words of dactylic shape. What happened 
in the ordinary language we just do not Whether we relate the 
linguistic features of item 10 to its genre or to its particular theme, it 
remains curious that overall in the matter of the pronunciation of particular 
words the item was at least as artificial as item 11. 

i. Item 10 Morphology and Syntax 

In grammar item 10 shows less outright archaism and modernizing arti- 
ficiality than item 11. On the other hand there are many more syntactic 
constructions of the kind that by the middle of the first century BC were 
being increasingly avoided in more formal Latin speech. Graecizing mor- 
phology like that of Arubas at 11.5 and of several proper names elsewhere 
in the Catullan corpus is absent. The Latinizing Serapim at v. 26 deserves 

The item is strongly anchored in the life of the city of Rome. 
Archaising morphology appears only with the third person plural perfect 
incidere in the close of v. 5.’” 

Graecizing syntagms are no more evident in item 10 than in the other 
Phalaecian epigrams. The use of the supine uisum in w. 1-2,135 the position 
of the relative clause together with its lack of exact concordance with the 
main clause in w. 14-16,’% and the adnominal use of the prepositional 
phrase ad Zecticum in v, 16137 are easier to parallel in second- than in first- 
century BC literature. On the other hand various verbs of the general 
character of ducere certainly continued to be accompanied by the supine 
in some kinds of first-century writing, and the particular usage was possibly 
still alive in the ordinary 1anguage.l3* The same point could be made about 
the relationship between ad lecticam homines and quod illic natum dicitur 

iambus (cf. Mart. 3.95.1,5.51.7,7.39.2) was regarded by some persons at the end of the next 
century as a pedantry (see Quint. Inst. 1.6.21). 
132 The problem is discussed from the angle of textual criticism by 0. Skutsch (1976 19) and 
Nisbet (1978 9 3 4  = 1995: 78-9). 
133 CE Varro, Men. 128, Cic. Verr. I1 2.160, Nut. deor. 3.47, Tert. Nut. 1.10; contrast Martial 
9.29.6. 

Cf. 49.2 and contrast 12.15; 21.2; 24.2. Cicero felt some life in the form (Orat. 157) but 
used it rarely. It already had an expressive function in early comedy. See in general Bauer 
(1933), Pye (1963). 
135 CE (with ducere) Plaut. Cist. 90, Poen. 20, Stich. 139, frg. 89; (with abducere) Pseud. 520. 
Hor. Serm. 2.4.89 has ducere me auditum.. . memento. 
136 On the history of the Latin relative clause see Kroll (1912 1-18). 
13’ Instead of lecticarii (Cic. S. Rosc. 134, Sulp. RUE up. Cic. Fam. 4.12.3). 

It appears with mittere at Cic. Verr. 11 4.63; with uenire at ibid. 145 et al. Sallust has the 
phrase uisum processerant (lug. 94.5). cacatum uenire was still in use at Pompeii in the next 
century (CIL IV 5242). 
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esse and about the use of ad le~t icam.'~~ Vv. 14-16 may therefore be 
regarded as parodying the talk of businessmen and managers rather than 
as indulging in literary archaism. 

Syntax such as that in quid esset iam Bithynia (w. 6-7), nihil neque 
ipsis nec (ed. Ven.: neque nec in ipsis nea V neque ipsis nunc Westphal) 
praetoribus esse nec cohorti (w. 9-10), cur quisquam caput unctius referret 
(v. ll), irrumator praetor (w. 12-13), ut puellae unum me facerem 
beatiorem (w. 16-17), non. . . mihi tam fuit maligne (v. 18), at mi nullus 
erat nec hic neque illic (v. 21), in col10 sibi collocare (v. 23), ut decuit 
(docuit V) cinaediorem (v. 24), quod modo dixeram me habere (v. 28) 
and istud. . . is sibi parauit . . . mihi pararim (paratis EstaCo) (w. 28-32) 
flourished in the ordinary language of Catullus' time and was occasionally, 
despite its apparent illogicality or redundancy, accepted by users with 
ideals of correctness. Cicero's speeches have the double negative,Ia the 
use of unus to emphasize a superlative or quasi-~uperlative,'~~ the adverb 
conjoined with esse in a predi~ate, '~~ the formation in -tor functioning as 
an attributive adjective,'" and the pluperfect exercising a simple preterite 
function.'''" His philosophical dialogues have the plural denoting a single 
person'45 and the formation in -ior/-ius performing something other than 
a comparative function.146 Caesar's commentarii have the dative of the 
third-person reflexive pronoun preferred on at least two occasions to an 
employment of SUUS.'~' The semi-otiose use of the dative of the reflexive 
pronoun with parure occurs nowhere in Cicero's more formal productions 
nor in Caesar's commentarii, but it does with many other verbs of acqui- 
sition."@ All the syntagms in question, it might be argued, were being 

139 For the use of a singular pronoun in regard to a plurality see v. 28 and Cic. An. 4.15.7, 
5.5.2, 11.11.2. For the use of ad phrases in definitions of slaves and the like see Cic. Pis 61 
scriba ad aerarium, Livy 34.6.13 serum ad remum (hardly dependent on daburnus) and the 
non-literary material cited by Adams (199%: 112-13). 

141 See Prou. 12, Phil. 2.7 for the superlative; Sull. 7 for the quasi-superlative. At Catull. 
10.16-17 beatiorem is no more a genuine comparative than unctius at v. 11 or cinaediorem 
at v. 24. 
14* See Verr. I1 4.95, Cat. 1.19, Deiot. 19. At Catull. 10.6-7 quid functions adverbially, as does 
aliquid at 1.4 (cf. Cic. Diu. in Caec. 48, 49). 
L43 See Cluent. 40 (uictor), Mil. 50 (occultator, receptor). 

See Caecin. 15. 
145 See Tusc. 1.3. 

See Tusc. 4.47, Cat0 41, 55. From the orations Sest. 59 can be cited. It is noteworthy that 
Catullus' Phalaecian epigrams frequently have such forms in the ithyphallic close (see Jocelyn 

14' See Gall. 1.7.3; 36.4. Cicero has sibi so used only at An. 10.4.3 (contrast Verr. I1 3.62). 

for sibi uindicare Marcell. 6. 

See Verr. I1 2.60, Phil. 6.7. 

(1995 76-7)). 

For sibi habere see Cic. Verr. II 1.148,2.61,4.151; for sibi uelle Verr. I1 2.150, Cluent. 147; 
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increasingly avoided in the more ambitious literary genres. Nothing com- 
parable is to be found in item 11 or in any of the other &I/\?. 

k. Item 10 Sentence Structure and Word-Order 

The ten periods which form item 10 are comparatively brief. Nevertheless 
their constituents frequently overrun the boundaries of the hendecasyllabic 
verses. The longest of the periods (w. 9-13) reports indirectly Catullus' 
first reply to the unnamed woman. It contains only 26 words. Its structure 
could hardly be called a structure at all.'49 Similar looseness marks what 
Catullus reports directly of his final reply (w. 27-34). Someone speaking 
carefully on a formal occasion would hardly have dispensed with a verb 
as the poet does at w. 6-8 and 31I5O or have employed only one in relation 
to two distinct temporal situations as the latter does at w. 21-3.I5l The 
dropping of si in utor tam bene quam mihi pararim (v. 32) is of a piece 
with earlier apparent sl~ppiness.'~~ The &A? do not admit such inelegancies. 
We seem to be here as close as anywhere in the Phalaecian epigrams to 
the way speakers of Catullus' class used Latin on private occasions in the 
first century BC. The absence of extended participial phrases is also note- 
worthy. 

Except in one case the order of the words of item 10 may be argued 
to have corresponded more with that of the spoken language than the 
order of those of item 11 did. 

The placement of an accusative complement after a finite transitive 
verb, something perhaps already approaching the normal in the ordinary 
language, at least where principal clauses were concerned, manifests itself 
five times (w. 9, 13,15-16, 24, 29) in eleven comparable cases (# 1-2, 7, 
11, 17, 26, 28-30). This set of figures coheres with those derivable from 

149 The early alteration of the paradosis nihil neque nec in ipsis nec praetoribus esse to nihil 
neque ipsis nec praetoribus esse has not been improved upon but is not without its difficulties 
Hence some editors print Westphal's nihil neque ipsis nuncpraetoribus esse. For the grammar 
see above, n. 140. The coherence of cur quisquam caput unctius referrer with what precedes 
is a question more for the logician than the linguist. For the plural (ei) quibus following on 
from quisquam cf. Plaut. Persa 55-6, Poen. 37-9, 48S5, Pseud. 134, Ter. Andr. 626-7. For 
the inconcinnity of quibus esset irrumator praetor nec faceret pili cohortem cf. Anon. B. Afr. 
64.1, 97.3. 

In vv. 6-8 something like rogatum est has to be supplied; in v. 31 sint and aninet (Plaut. 
Aul. 770 et al.). For quid ad me? cf. Cic. An. 12.17. 
lS1 Ellis compared Cic. An. 9.7.2, which relates to the future. 
152 Estap altered pararim to paratis. So too at least one recent editor. From the first-century 
BC record one can compare only the ellipse of cum after quam at Cic. An. 1.16.11 and 7.21.3. 
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the preceding and following Phalaecian poems153 and contrasts significantly 
with those from the p4A77.154 Enclitic me is forced towards the front of 
Varus . . . otiosum (w. 1-2), and the heavily emphasized istud cannot avoid 
the head of the chaotic istud. . . parauit (w. 28-30). A desire for emphasis 
similarly causes istos to precede the imperative in paulum . . . commoda 
(w. 25-6). Where the six subordinate clauses are concerned, the postposi- 
tion of the complement in nee. .  . cohortem (v. 13) may have to do with 
the looseness of the attachment of the clause to its predecessor. That in 
u t . .  . cinaediorem (v. 24) looks on the other hand to be the result of 
metrical compulsion. 

The item contains no purely decorative epithets. Many nouns have no 
attribute of any kind. Of the sixteen attributes nine precede and seven 
follow; of the nine preceding only three are disjoined of the seven fol- 
lowing again only three. We might attribute a large degree of ordinariness 
to the poem in respect both of the positioning of the attributes and the 
employment of disjunction were it not for the pair of epithets preceding 
a pair of nouns in w. 21-3. fractum and ueteris are attributes which might 
ordinarily have been expected to follow their nouns. The only parallel for 
the arrangement in comedy seems to be a passage of a highly elaborate 
canticum, num quoipiam est hodie tua tuorum opera comeruorum nitidius- 
culum caput? (Plaut. Pseud. 219-20); in first-century oratory a sentence of 
an +bwoda of a man pretending to wealth he does not have, which is cited 
in the rhetorical treatise addressed to Herennius (4.63): ei dicit in aurem 
aut ut doni Iectuli sternantur, aut ab auunculo rogetur Aethiops qui ad 
balneas ueniat, aut asturconi locus ante ostium mum detur, aut aliquod 
fragile fakrae choragium gIoriae comparetur. Ten examples occur, however, 
in the lyric items 17 (v. 5) ,  34 (w. 19-20, 2 2 4 ,  51 (w. 5 4 ,  and 61 (w. 
9-10, 19-20, 54-5, 102-3,154-5,202-3), and they swarm in the epic item 
64 (v. 7 et al.) and the elegies (66.1 et al.). At 6.10-11 an absurdly bloated 

*53 Item 1: two in two cases; 2 4 3 none in four; 5: two in four; 6: none in three; 7 none 
in one; 9 one in two; 12 two in seven; 13: two in seven; 14 one in ten; 14b 4 15: 
three in ten; 16 three in eight; 21: one in four; 23: one in four; 24 none in three; 26 -; 27: 
one in one; 28 one in five; 32 two in five; 33: -; 35: one in five; 36 one in three; 38 none 
in one; 40 none in three; 41: none in two; 42 seven in eight; 43: 4 45: three in eight; 46 
none in one; 47: one in three; 48: none in one; 49 none in one; 50 two in six, 53: two 
in three; 54 -; 55: one in six, 56 two in three; 57: 4 58 one in one; 58b one in one. 
Many of the cases of the object preceding the verb occur in subordinate clauses, where 
the ordinary language seems to have been almost as conservative as the more formal 
registers. 
lS The figures for the $7 are: item 11: none in three cases; 17: one in six, 30 one in 
four; 34 none in two; 51: none in four; 61: twelve in forty (on the figure see above, 
n. 88). 
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climax is achieved by the words and their order. What effects the poet 
seeks at 10.21-3 and 53.2-3 elude me.155 

A very large number of words which were normally or frequently 
enclitic inhabit the constituents of the periods of item 10. They all behave 
as they might have done in the ordinary language. The position of esse in 
v. 10 suggests that praetoribus is being contrasted with cohorti. We may 
wonder whether the end of v. 9 has yet been correctly restored. In quod 
illic natum dicitur esse (w. 14-15) the auxiliary esse hooks in a fairly 
common way156 onto the principal verb rather than the apparently focused 
participle. A strong emphasis rests on initial ego in w. 16-20 (ego.. . 
inquam contrasting with inquiunt in v. 14) and on initial quaeso in w. 
24-26.157 Where the punctuation of the latter passage is concerned, editors 
wrongly attach unemphatic mihi to commoda rather than to i n q ~ i t . ' ~ ~  In 
the parenthesis Cinna est Gaius (v. 30) the est is where we should expect 
it to be. Catullus' first thought was to stress the identity of the actual owner 
of the Zecticarii, giving the cognomen by which he commonly addressed his 
friend.'59 He added the praenomen in order to be more specific to persons 
less intimate. Since the praenomen normally precedes the nomen or the 
cognomen or both, the disjunction gives Gaius a particularly strong 
emphasis. Commentators should not talk of metrical compulsion. 

The position of ut in v. 5 contrasts with that in w. 3, 16, 19, 24 and 
elsewhere in the Phalaecian epigrams.'@' Similarly the position of the rela- 
tive pronouns in w. 19 and 22 with that in w. 9, 14, 28 and elsewhere in 
such epigrams.161 In all three cases the ordering helps to highlight a word 
on which the run of the poet's discourse places some emphasis. Often, 
however, in item 10 where the subordinator comes first it is not easy to 
see why it rather than another word of the clause should have done so, if 
the poet had a completely free choice. Overall in the Phalaecian epigrams 

155 Nothing should be made of the disjunction ecquonam mihi profuisset aere in v. 8. At Plaut. 
Merc. 844 the noun immediately follows ecquinam. So too at Cic. Deiot. 40, Phil. 10.19, Vafin. 
26, Brut. 22, Part. 48, An. 9.9.2. Contrast, however, Fin. 4.67, Q. fr. 1.4.2. Where ecqui is 
concerned, Plautus disjoins the noun more often than not (Bacch. 235-6, Curc. 341, Epid 
441, Men. 135,673, Merc. 390, Mil. 782, Pseud. 482, 971, Rud. 125, 971). 

157 For quaeso + vocative + imperative see Plaut. Asin. 6834,  Men. 742. 
15* Lee (1990) takes no notice of 0. Skutsch (1976 18-20). Thomson (1978) and Goold 
(1983) do. 
159 See 95.1,113.1. est functions as the copula does in more orderly statements of the type of 
Livy 8.25.10 Charilaus fuit qui ad Publilium Philonem uenit (on which see Adams (19946: 

lM) CE 13.14 and contrast 2.8; 15.11,13, 16; 27.3; 40.5. 
I6l Cf. 46.10 and contrast 2.2, 3; 3.5, 11, 14; 12.7, 12; 13.11; 14.7, 13; 15.4, 7; 16.3,7, 11; 21.10; 
23.1, 3,26; 24.1, 5, 6; 28.7; 36.12-15; 41.5; 42.7; 45.5; 53.2; 55.8; 58.2; 58b.7. 

See Adams (19946: 28-31(3&1)). 

65)). 
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subordinators have the initial position,”j2 and very often one of the other 
words of the clause would seem to deserve as much emphasis as huc, 
prouincia and fractum receive in item 10. Epigrams tended to preserve a 
calm and even tone. 

1. Item 10: Vocabulary 

Among the 114 words of item 11 there are, I have argued, more than a 
dozen which would have been recognizable only through the higher genres 
of the poetry of the previous two centuries and just one which might have 
caused surprise if uttered on a public occasion. A number of common 
words of the ordinary language seem to have been consciously avoided. 
None of the 191 words of item 10 on the other hand has a clearly ‘poetic’ 
ring, while many would have been avoided in the more formal kinds of 
contemporary speech, one at least in any kind of polite social intercourse. 

The presence in item 10 of a large number of enclitic words has already 
been remarked. Remarkable also is the presence of the anaphoric is (w. 
9, 30), the deictic iste (vv. 26, 28), the interrogative uter, the cardinal 
numeral octo (v. 20), the adjectives beatus (v. 17 in the sense of ‘diues’) 
and molestus (v. 33) and the adverb sane (v. 4). These were all avoided to 
one degree or another in the higher poetic genres of the late Republic 
and early Empire.163 They may have already had an ‘unpoetic’ ring.164 

e (v. 2) might be thought to have had the tone of high poetry. ex foro 
on the other hand occurs nowhere in the record, whereas e foro is found 
at Cic. Verr. I1 5.33, Sest. 77, Pis. 7, 23, 30. The fixed phrase preserved the 
apparent archaism. 

scortillum (v. 3), illepidum (v. 4), inuenustum (v. 4), irrumator (v. 12), 
grabati (v. 22) and insulsa (v. 33) were in all likelihood either absent 
from, or rare in, contemporary oratory despite a presence in the ordinary 

cum heads its clause at 1.5; 2.5; 5.5, 10, 13; 7.7; 53.2 and is never displaced. si is displaced 
at 13.6; 21.9; 23.22; 58b.l; contrast, however, 13.2, 3; 14b.l; 15.3; 16.7; 32.4, 9; 35.7, 11; 36.4, 
17; 42.5, 14, 23; 48.2, 5; 55.1, 18; 56.6. 

On is, isfe, ufer, beatus, molestus and sane and classical verse see Axelson (1945: 70-1, 
71-2, 90-1, 27, 60, 94). octo appears only in the astronomical contexts of Cic. Arat. 268, 
Mad.  3.578 580, 4.483, 5.339, Germ. 473, in Cicero’s translation of Zl .  2.299-330 (Diu. 
2.634) and at Virg. Georg. 1.171 (in a famously prosaic passage). 

On the rarity of is in Ennius’ Annales see 0. Skutsch (1985: 64). The epic poem has no 
certain instance of isfe. ufer occurs at w. 78,83. Archaic tragedy has instances of is and isfe 
but much fewer proportionately than comedy. ufer occurs in the fragments of Pacuvius (62) 
and Accius (479). beatus in the sense of ‘diues’, molestus and sane occur in neither epic nor 
tragedy. Only comedy among the archaic genres of verse has octo (Plaut. Amph. 160, Asin. 
564,574, Cas. 122, Men. 223, Mil. 831, Persa 504, fr. 51). 
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language. The half-affectionate diminutive form of ~ c o r t u m l ~ ~  would have 
lacked an appropriate dignity. Something about the tone of adjectival 
formations in in-, especially those whose second element normally con- 
veyed approval, disqualified them.IM The meanness of the object and the 
Greek origin of the word put grabatus on a black irrumator could 
have been (like bariatio at 7.1, irrumatio at 21.8 and fututio at 32.8) 
Catullus’ own invention, but the existence at Pompeii of cacator (CZL IV 
3782), fellator (CZL IV 1666), fututor (CZL IV 1503), pedicator (CZL 
IV 4008) and perfututor (CZL IV 4239) cautions against hasty conclusions 
from the literary record. The softened sense of irrumare which the forma- 
tion implieP did not make it any less inappropriate for a formal occasion. 
Indeed the availability of polite synonyms (e.g. contemnere) increased its 
offensiveness Such vocabulary marked off other Phalaecian epigrams 
almost as clearly from their lyric neighbours. 

The use of repente (v. 3) in the sense of ‘primo  aspect^','^^ that of huc 
(v. 5 )  in the sense of ‘ad aedes huius’,170 that of aes (v. 8) in the sense of 
‘pecunia’,171 that of nullus (v. 21) in the sense of ‘nemo’,’72 that of adjectival 
cinaedus (v. 24) in the sense of ‘impr~bus’,’’~ that of bene (v. 32) in 
the sense of ‘multum”” and that of male (v. 33) in the sense of 
‘ ~ a l d e ” ~ ~  are absent from, or rare in, extant contemporary oratory. In 
informal conversation such uses were doubtless not so offensive to the 
fastidious. 

Cic. A#. 16.2.4 ego enim in uarios sermones incidebam, Fam. 9.3.1 in 

scomun is found often enough in oratory, e.g. at Cat0 up. Gell. 10.13.2, litius up. Macrob. 
Sat. 3.16.14, Cic. Cur. 2.10; 24, Har. resp. 59, Dom. 49, Mil. 55, Sest. 39, Phil. 2.44, 105. 
Catullus has it in a Phalaecian epigram (6.5) with the same tone as in oratory. On this tone 
see Adams (1983: 324-7). 

Oratory has one example of insulsus, in a speech with many stylistic pecularities (Cic. 
Cael. 69; for insulsitas see Rub. Post. 36). 
167 Cicero has the word only at Diu. 2.129. 

An Ostian inscription, amice fugit te prouerbium ‘bene caca et irrima medicos’ (Jahrb. d. 
Arch. Inst. 51 (1936), 466; Die Antike 15 (1939), 103), indicates that neither at 10.12 nor at 
28.9-10 was Catullus inventing his use of the verb. 
169 At 17.24 and 63.28 it has its usual sense of ‘subito’. 
I7O CE the use of huc, ‘ad domum nostram’ at Hor. Serm. 2.2.128. 
171 The use appears in Cicero’s work only at Rep. 6.2, where it Seems to be a question literally 
of brass coins. The phrase aes paucwn was clearly a common colloquialism by the early 
second century AD (Epist. Claud. Terent. Pap. Mich. VI11 471.10,13, 31, Gell. 9.4.5,20.1.31). 
172 At 11.19 moechum is to be understood with nullum. 

174 Contrast Cic. Verr. I1 4.30 multum illorum opera consilioque usus est. bene is more often 
so used with adjectives and adverbs (Cic. Att. 4.9.2 et al.). 
175 For male enforcing pejorative adjectives cE Horace Serm. 1.3.45 male paruus, 1.4.66 rauci 
male, Sulpicia, lib. 3.16.2 male inepta. A similar use with certain types of verbs is evidenced 
in comedy (formidare, metuere, timere; macerare, mulcare, perdere; odisse; interire, disperire). 

Mart. 6.39.12 does not seem exactly parallel. 
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sermonem incidemus, De orat. 1.111 uidear . . . fortuit0 in sermonem incid- 
isse, Lael. 2 memini.. . in eum sermonem illum incidere taken together 
suggest that incidere nobis sermones uarii is a poet’s deliberate upturning 
of a stock ~hrase.”~ This is, however, the only such phenomenon in item 
10. On the other hand the poem contains a number of locutions absent 
from extant oratory but either demonstrably or conjecturably present in 
ordinary speech cur quisquam caput unctius referret (v. 11),177 nec faceret 
pili cohortem (v. 13),178 fugit me ratio (v. 29)179 and tu insulsa male et 
molesta uiuis (v. 33).Im 

With scortillum . . . non sane illepidum neque inuenustum (w. 3-4) the 
poet issued a compliment - not altogether contradicted by his later tu 
insuba male et molesta uiuis (v. 33) - somewhat more grandly than he 
would have done in a real-address to friends. Such nearly synonymous 
doublets are often to be found in the Phalaecian epigrams (6.2; 12.5, 8-9; 
13.3, 10; 14.8, 10; 15.4, 14; 16.7; 23.15; 24.9; 32.2; 36.10, 17; 38.2, 4; 42.22, 
24; 43.8; 45.15, 24; 46.11; 50.7-8; 56.1, 4) and in the tappot (22.9, 17; 25.9; 
29.6; 31.4; 37.14; 39.8). Although the p+, the elegies and the epic 
item 64 tend to be sparing of them, they seem to have had an elevated 
tone.181 

m. Item 12: Substance and Tone 

Item 12 has a theme of much lower emotional charge than its lyric prede- 
cessor. The situation is roughly parallel with that of the Phalaecian item 
10. It is less, however, a narrative of a past incident than a statement of 
the poet’s continued irritation. It addresses the object of irritation alone. 
Mid-first century BC readers would have been able to recognize the situ- 
ation and the persons involved. The theme was unimaginable in a pAoc 

Livy 1.57.6 forte potantibus his apud Sex. Tarquinium . . . incidit de uxoribus mentio and 
32.20.3 cum de Philippo et Romanis mentio incidit might suggest that Catullus had some 
earlier literary model. 
Cf Plaut. Pseud. 21%2Q num quoipiamst hodie tua tuorum opera conseruorum nitidius- 

culwn caput? 
Cf. 17.17 nec pili facit uni, Petr. 44.17 (also Cic. Q. Rosc. 20, Att. 5.20.6, Q. f. 2.16.5). A 

large number of variants were available for the locution aliquid nihili facere (Plaut. Bacch. 
89): e.g. also non nauci facere (Plaut. Bacch. 1102), non flocci facere (Plaut. Cas. 332 er d.), 
non assis facere (Catull. 42.13), non hettae facere (Paul. Fest. p. 88.24-7), non duplrndi facere 
(Petron. 58.4). 

I8O Cf. Plaut. Bacch. 615 inurnabilis illepidus uiuo, Men. 908, Trin. 390, M a n .  Tog. 253, Cic. 
Att. 3.5, Fam. 14.1.2, Catull. 8.10; Vkg. Aen. 3.493, Tab. V i d .  I1 346 ii 5. 

For fugit ratio (the regular order) see Plaut. Amph. 386, Anon. Rhet. Herenn. 2.24. 

See above, n. 118. 
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It had probably appeared in iap/30i182 and in ~0medy. l~~ Perhaps too in 
sympotic epigrams.'@ 

n. Item 12: Phonetic Features 

None of the purely phonetic repetitions of item 12 seem deliberate. The 
only alliterations are suduriu Suetabu (v. 14) and miserunt mihi muneri (v. 
15). The latter arises from the use of a set phrase,lS5 perhaps also the 
former. None of the assonances draws attention to itself. Two of the three 
cases of homoeoteleuton (in w. 6-7, 7, 10) involve the long final syllables 
of grammatically related words.lS6 This signals a positive unconcern for 
phonetic pattern. 

The anaphora a u t . .  . aut . .  . in w. 10-11 solemnizes to a degree the 
humorous threat.lE7 The item concludes with a repetition of words already 
used earlier (17 Veruniolum meum et Fubullum # 15-16 Fubullus et 
Verunius), as do many other Phalaecian epigrams (5.13 # 7-9; 9.11 # 1 0  

# 19; 50.21 # 18, 19; 55.22 # 19; 57.10 # l) ,  three of the iappoi (8.19 # 
11-12; 44.21 # 12; 52.4 # 1) and none at all of the &AT. 

The reading of the item required no unusual pronunciation, unless it 
be that mihi (a pyrrhic at w. 6, 11. 15)lm and mei (an iambus at v. 13)lS9 
as a rule suffered synizesis in ordinary first-century BC speech. 

16.14 # 1; 21.13 # 8; 23.27 # 24; 36.20 # 1; 42.24 # 11-12, 19-20 45.26 

0. Item 12: Morphology and Syntax 

No feature of the morphology of item 12 diverges from the norm. We may 
note that the Greek borrowing mnemosynum is given a Latin termination. 

Three syntagms would have been hard to find in first-century oratory: 
the use of a form in -ior without a comparative reference (v. 3); the 
attachment of a prepositional phrase to a noun lacking any verbal force 
(v. 14); and the attachment of a simple volitive subjunctive to necesse est (v. 

Cf. Catull. 25. 
Ia3 Alciphron's speaking name for a parasite Mamra+vmos (3.12) may have originated in 
comedy, 

CE Mart. 8.59.8, 12.29, mappae were not the only objects stolen at parties (Lukillios, A.I! 
11.315). 
Ia5 Cf. Plaut. Mil. 710, 939, Pseud. 777,781, Truc. 43@1,443, Cic. Verr. I1 4.62, Parad. 40. 
Is6 See above n. 67. 
Is7 Contrast Mart. 11.104.1 wor, uade foras aut moribus utere nostris. 

ls9 On the pronunciation of the pronominal adjective see above, n. 130. 
Iambic mihi was a plain archaism; mi perhaps already the regular form. See above, n. 123. 
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16). All three nevertheless had firm roots in ordinary speech.lg0 Textual 
uncertainty makes discussion of est enim leporum tdissertust puer ac 
fa~etiarum'~~ (w. 8-9) fruitless. 

p. Item 12: Sentence Structure and Word Order 

The periods of item 12 are as brief as those of item 11. They are, however, 
all tidily, if simply, constructed. Their constituents frequently overrun the 
verse boundaries. The brevity of me non mouet aestimatione uerumst mne- 
mosynum mei sodalis (w. 12-13) dispenses with exact logic. The apparent 
ellipse in fugit te (v. 4) probably came with the phrase from the ordinary 
language.'% The absence of extended participial phrases is again note- 
worthy. 

The order of the words of the constituents of the periods of item 12 
seems even closer to that of an utterance of the ordinary language than is 
that of item 10. The artificiality of the intervening item again comes out 
very clearly. 

The seven finite verbs with accusative complements, even mouet (v. 12) 
and amem (v. 16), stand in constituents with a degree of independence. 
Two, tollis (v. 3) and fugit (v. 4), have their complements following. It is 
at first sight surprising that the complements of exspecta (v. 11) and remitte 
(v. 11) should precede, given the frequency of the opposite order where 
injunctions are concerned even in the lyric items. The reason is that 
the complements hendecasyllabos trecentos and linteum are more strongly 
contrasted than the imperative verbs. The position of mihi in v. 15 suggests 
that a fresh constituent begins with miserunt and that sudaria Saetaba ex 
Hiberis forms an extended accusative, the very focus of the whole state- 
ment. Concern for emphasis would explain the order in v. 12 and v. 16. 

The pair of adjectives forming the predicate in quamuis sordida res et 
inuenusta est (v. 5) is separated by another word of the statement, as in 
9.11 quid me laetius est beatiusue?, 10.33 tu insulsa male et molesta uiuis, 
15.4 quod castum expeteres et integellum, 36.16 acceptum face redditumque 
uotum and 38.2 male est (male si V) me hercule et laborio~e.'~' Such an 

190 With sudaria . . . ex Hiberis compare Plaut. Merc. 257 navem ex Rhodo. There may have 
been a growing pressure to use ut with necesse est (Cic. De orut 2.129); c€, however, Cic. 
Verr. I1 2.45 et al. 
191 Passerat's commonly accepted differtus leaves a genitive still hard to explain in Latin 
terms. 

193 Similar pairs of attributes are &joined in the same way (1.7; 56.1; 6. in the iambic items 
22.9; 39.8; 60.3). Contrast the predicates at 6.2; 7.2, 10; 13.10; 36.17; 56.4. 

CE Cic. An. 7.18.3, 12.42.2. 
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order seems to have been common enough in the ordinary language, but 
the rationale is by no means clear.’” 

No adjectival attribute stands disjoined from its noun. Straightforward 
considerations of emphasis explain the position of Murrucine (v. l),  tua (v. 
7), and mei (v. 13). 

The several enclitics behave according to patterns visible in contem- 
porary prose of both the formal and the less formal kind. salsum (v. 4) 
contrasts very strongly with sordidu and inuenustu (v. 5) .  Hence it rather 
than putus offers esse a post to lean est is the very focus of the 
statement made in w. 8-9 (‘he zk, you must agree,. . .’);I% likewise of that 
made in v. 13 (‘it is on the other hand’). 

The subordinators qui (v. 7), quod (v. 12) and ut (v. 17) all head their 
respective clauses. 

q. Item 12: Vocabulary 

Of the 86 words which make up item 12 none except uc (v. 9) and utque (v. 
2) had anything of the tone of high poetry. Not that these were exclusively 
poetical. The use of utque before an initial consonant raised the tone. 
Significantly, both connectives stood in the close of a ‘Phalaecian’ verse, 
a position which tended to attract words and forms obsolete or obsoles- 
cent in the ordinary 1ang~age.I~~ ex Hiberis (v. 14) would have sounded 

Cf Plaut. Amph. 33 iustam rem et facilem esse oratam a uobis uolo, 184 bene quae in me 
fecerunt ingrata ea habuit atque inrita (Z 118, 348, 547, 640, 730), Cic. Att. 1.13.2 consul 
autem ipse paruo animo et prauo tamen, 17.9 ut frequentissimo senatu et liberalissimo uterentur, 
18.1 illae ambitiosae nostrae fucosaeque amicitiae, 19.10 me imprudente erit et inuito (# 1.4.2; 
16.2; 16.6; 17.8; 18.1; 19.1; 19.5; 19.8). 
Iy5 In 10.14-15 (see above n. 156), although natum bears a certain emphasis, esse attaches to 
the principal verb. Dramatic texts usually kept esse with the predicate rather than after put0 
(Plaut. Amph. 17&2,284,886, Bacch. 1083, Curc. 557, Persa 609, Ter. Andr. 330,717, Haut. 
151,912-13,990, Eun. 489-90, Phorm. 21, Pacuv. Trag. 25, 176), but see Plaut. Bacch. 121, 
Ter. Haut. 842-3, Ad. 817. 

197 Contrast the use on the one hand of er at w. 5, 16, 17 and at 10.33 and on the other of 
-que at 11.11-12, 17. Cat0 used atqudac frequently in his orations but rarely in his De 
agricultura. Cicero used it sparingly in his dialogues and letters His epideictic speeches have 
it much more often than those of an argumentative or expository character. atque preceded 
a vowel in Catullus’ Phalaecian epigrams at 5.1; 6.2; 21.9; 45.3; a consonant at 12.2; 13.3; 
26.5; 50.6; 58.3. Four of the latter five cases occur in the close of the verse. On the 110 
occasions in Plautus’ scripts where it occurs before a consonant (Z 1069 before a vowel) 
there is something special in the context. A large proportion of the cases in Cicero’s writings 
help to form a clausula. On atque and the close of Catullus’ ‘Phalaecian’ verse see Jocelp 
(1995: 79). 

For est enim demanding a concession from the hearer see Adams (19946: 80-1). 
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more erudite, perhaps even more than, say, ex Hispuniu.lW 
tulentum (v. 7), hendecusyllabus (v. 10) and mnemosynum (v. 13) 
were recognizably of Greek origin but had no specifically poetic 
associations. 

As in item 10, there are in item 12 a number of words avoided in the 
high poetic genres of the late Republic and early Empire - belle (v. 2), 
inepte (v. 4), inuenustu (v. 5 ) ,  enim (v. 8) ,  leporum (v. 8) ,  fucetiurum (v. 9), 
quare (v. lO) ,  hendecusyllubos (v. lO), mnemosynurn (v. 13), sudurium (v. 
14)200 - and perhaps already endowed with a decidedly ‘unpoetic’ odour.201 
Some of these - belle,202 inuenustu,203 hendecusyllubos,2@’ mnemo~ynum,2~~ 
suduriu206 - were also avoided in oratory. All of them flourished in the 
ordinary language. To be noted also are words given a sense avoided in 
formal modes of speech but admitted at other levels of the language: tollis 
(v. 3) that of ‘furari~’;~~’ sulsum (v. 4) that of ‘lepidum’ or ‘festiuum’;208 
quumuis (v. 5 )  that of ‘ualde’;209 muturi (v. 8) that of ‘compensari’;210 puer 

Greek poets and historians used the same word of the river Ebro and the inhabitants of 
north eastern Iberia. The Romans seem to have taken over the Carthaginian name of the 
peninsula. 11.2-8 talks of peoples rather than lands The Hiberi rather than the land manufac- 
tured the sudaria. 

The magistrate under whom Veranius and Fabius served (28.1-3) had the province of 
Hispania citerior. 

On belle, enim, lepos and quare see Axelson (1945: 35, 122-3, 61 and 48). facetus is as 
rare as facetia. 
201 At Enn. Ann. 364 enim is usually emended away. In tragedy it appears with certainty only 
at Pacuv. 377. quare is transmitted in neither epic nor tragedy. 

Cicero has the adverb only twice in his speeches (Mur. 26, Quinct. 93), but 28 times in 
his letters. 
203 Cicero has it only at Brut. 237. 
zw Also at 42.1. Next at Sen. Contr. 7.4.7 (of Catull. 53). Outside technical writing on metre, 
hendecasyllabus always denoted the ‘Phalaecian’ verse. Poetry itself was a topic treated in a 
very gingerly way by orators 
205 The word does not occur elsewhere in recorded Latin, which is not to say that men of 
Catullus’ circle did not use it in the sense of ‘pignus memoriae’. It would have come from 
contemporary spoken Greek (cf. Meleag. A.F! 5.136.4, Matt. Eu. 26.13, Mk. Eu. 14.9) rather 
than from literature. 
206 Also at 25.7. Next at Val. Max. 9.12.7, but clearly a term in common use (Petron. 67.5,13, 
Mart. 11.39.3 et al.). 
*07 Cic. Verr. I1 2.136 and Caes. Gall. 6.17.5 are not exactly parallel although they 
help to explain the semantic development. The date of CIL I2 2376 (# 498-501) is 
uncertain. 

2a) Cf. 103.2. Plautus has the usage at Men. 318, Pseud. 1175 (P: quam uelis A), Varro at 
Rust, 2.5.1, Cicero at Rep. 1.43, De orat. 2.228, Tusc. 3.73. 
210 Neither the TLL nor the OLD register the passage. Baehrens compared Plaut. Bacch. 
1153, Ter. Andr. 40 and Hor. Ars 168. Neither these passages nor those cited at TLL VI11 
1722.72-1723.12 and OLD, p. 1150, S.V. muto 7a offer any real similarity. 

CE, of an act, Cic. Att. 16.12, Mart. 3.12.3. 
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(v. 9) that of ‘adulescens’;211 trecentos (v. 10) that of ‘plurimos’;212 aestima- 
tione (v. 12) that of ‘preti0’.2~~ Veranius receives a form of his name in v. 
17 which he may have received in private discourse but would never have 
on a formal 0ccasion.2~~ Thus the vocabulary of item 12 takes the tone of 
the collection very decidedly back to that of item 10 and the earlier 
Phalaecian epigrams and enforces from yet another aspect the stylistic 
isolation of the lyric item 11. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Although many present-day scholars find it hard where the first 61 items 
of the liber Catulli Veronensis are concerned to separate those in stichically 
arranged Phalaecian hendecasyllabic verses from those in the longer units 
of old Aeolian verse and even from those in the three kinds of iambic 
verse, examination of the structure of Catullus’ Phalaecian hendecasyllable 
and attention to the analyses of all the ancient theorists suggest that 
this verse had its own special character. The specialness of the character 
transferred itself to the poems formed from runs of the verse. The request 
made of Furius and Aurelius in Sapphic stanzas has, I hope, been shown 
to differentiate itself from the account of the behaviour of Varus’ whore 
and the denunciation of Asinius’ theft not only in its metrical pattern but 
also in its wording and phrasing and in the ordering of its words. The plea 
to the anonymous colonia for a certain entertainment (item 17) can also 
be shown to stand apart in similar fashion from the threats against Furius 
and Aurelius (items 16 and 21). So also the complaint about Alfenus’ 
treachery (item 30) from the iambic attack on Caesar’s generosity towards 
Mamurra (item 29) and the iambic salute to Sirmio (item 31). So also the 
hymn to Diana (item 34) from the curse on Vibennius and son (item 33) 
and the invitation to Caecilius (item 35). So also the description of the 
effect of looking at Lesbia (item 51) from the account of writing verses in 
the company of Calvus (item 50) and the expression of disgust at the 
political success of Nonius and Vatinius (item 52). Nevertheless, while 
the Phalaecian epigrams and the l“apPoL approached much nearer the 

*I1 The Pollio named in v. 6 is clearly one able to mix in adult society, i.e. a youth above 
the age of sixteen. Slaves above that age could be called pueri. Catullus must be talking 
condescendingly of the younger Asinius. 
212 Cf. 9.2, 48.3, Hor. Serm. 1.5.12, 2.3.115-16, Epist. 2.2.1W5, Mart. 2.1.1, 12.10.7. Contrast 
11.18 (see n. 54). 
213 Vitr. 10 pr. 1 is not completely parallel. 
214 Cf. the way Cicero refers to his daughter (TulZiu) at An. 1.8.3, Fum. 14.1 (Tulliolu). Fabullus 
would have been the affectionate form of the name of Catullus’ other friend. 
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ordinary language than did the PAT, it does not appear that they disdained 
entirely the archaisms of the high genres of the previous century’s poetry 
or the novelties of contemporary poetry. 

Word order and vocabulary enforced differentiation more strongly than 
patterns of sound ,or features of grammar, although, where word order 
was concerned, Catullus took a fairly scrupulous account of ordinary 
contemporary speech. Where he had room for a conscious decision, 
whether in syntax or the lexicon, the desire to avoid one form or another 
of current linguistic behaviour proved as powerful as any more positive 
consideration. Rarely can metrical exigency have been a very strong deter- 
minant. The theme and the tone of a particular poem had their effect, but 
these were as much tied to the genre as the metre and the type of language 
were. The extent to which the five p&Aq in question all emerge stylistically 
from their respective contexts gives some support to the view that Catullus 
or an editor designed the order of items 1-60 of the transmitted collection, 
although with more attention to form than to substance,21s and that the 
designer meant item 61 to stand with these rather than with items 62-68. 
The common use of the term polymetra of items 1-60 is deplorable not 
merely because it corresponds with no ancient usage but also because, like 
the term ‘lyrics’, it diverts attention from the diversity of the poems in 
question. At all events the notion of a single ‘natural’ variety of the Latin 
language informing them all should be discarded. 

Note. I have not as a rule marked my thefts from the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae 
or the grammars of Kuhner and Stegmann and of Leumann, Hofmann and Szantyr. 
J. N. Adams did more than pick nits from an early draft of the chapter. Some 
objections put by G. P. Goold to its approach and some of its theses led to sharper 
formulations 

*I5 This is not to say that the tradition preserves exactly every detail of the original design. 
A tidy mind could suppose that between, say, item 46 and item 47 it lost the lyric hymn to 
Priapus cited by the metricians and that between item 51 and item 52 it lost a Phalaecian 
epigram. At any rate the problem which the hymn to Priapus poses for the student of the 
arrangement of the liber Cutulli Veronensis cannot be circumvented by the notion that some 
grammarian found it without an author’s name in a collection of Priupea and ascribed it on 
no objective grounds to Catullus, let alone by its dismissal from editions of the work ascribed 
to the poet by our tradition. 
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